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Explanatory Notes 

Reference to tons is to metric tons unless otherwise stated. 

Reference to dollars (t) is to United States dollars unless otherwise indicated. 
One cent (/) equals $0.01. 

Billion refers to thousand million. 

A one-year period that is not a calendar year is indicated as follows: 
1965 A966. 

A period of two years or more is indicated as follows: 1965-1966, I965-I968 
eto. 

The following abbreviations have been used: 

United Nationa 

EC AFE 

OATT 

UNCTAD 

UMIDO 

Economic Commission for Asia and the Par East 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

United Nations Conferenoe on Trade and Development 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

BASF 

BP 

CMEA, formerly 
COMECON 

EEC 

EFTA 

GEIQUIM 

ICI 

OECD 

ÖSW 

UOP 

USI 

Other organizations 

Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik AO 

British Petroleum Co. Ltd. 

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 

European Economic Community 

European Free Trade Association 

Grupo Executivo da Industria Química 

Imperial Chemical Industrial Ltd. 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

Österreichische Stickstoff-Werke AG 

Universal Oil Producta 

United States Industries 

Other abbreviations 

ABS 

atm 

Ci 

o.i.f. 

•crylonitri]e-butadiene-styrene 

atmosphere 

curie 

cost, insurance, freight 
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Other abbreviations (cont'd) 

DOT dimethyl terephthalate 

EPR ethylene-propylene rubber 

f.o.b. free on board 

LPG liquified petroleum gas 

MeV million electronvolts 

NBR aorylonitrile-butadiene rubber 

PVA polyvinyl acetate 

PVC polyvinyl chloride 

rad rad (unit of absorbed doss) 

SBR styrene-butadiene rubber 

VCN vinyl ohloride monomer 

MPC wood-plastio combination 
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Letter of transmittal to the Executive Director of UNTDO 

We have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Expert Group 

Meeti ig on the Development of the Plastics Industries in Developing Countries. 

The report contains the discussion papers presented by us as well as the 

recommendations and conclusions of the Expert Group. The meeting took place 

at the headquarters of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

in Vienna from 11-13 November 1968. The Expert Group elected Ahmad Shah Nawaz, 

Chairman, Chemical Consultants (Pakistan) Ltd., Lahore, as its Chairman. The 

members of the Expert Group were: 

Hideo Adachi 
Consultant 
Dobashi Building 
30 Kotohiro-Cho 
Shiba, Minato-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 

Karl Czeija 
Chemical Engineer 
Gusshausstrasse 12 
1040 Vienna, Austria 

Eric G. Hancock 
Chemical Marketing Department 
CMKD/32 Shell Centre 
London S.E.I, England 

Richard M. Kossoff 
President 
Kossoff Associates Inc. 
375 West End Avenue 
New York, New York 10024, USA 

Lovraj Kumar 
Adviser 
Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals 
Government of India 
New Delhi,  India 

Alexei 0. Litvinenko 
Deputy* Head 
Department of Foreign Relations 

and Export-Import Deliveries 
Ministry for the Oil-Prooessin«; 

and Petroohemical Industries 
of the USSR 

Oiljarovsky Street 31 
Moscow, USSR 

Claude L.  Mercier 
Director 
Bureau d'études industrielles 

et de coopération de l'institut 
français du pétrole 

92 Rueil-Malmaison 
Prance 

Rinaldo Schiffino 
Vice-President and Director 
Petrobrás Química S.A. 
Av. Rio Branco,  8l-6 andar 
Rio de Janeiro,  GB,  Brazil 

Ahmad Shah Nawaz 
Chairman 
Chemical Consultants  (Pakistan) 

Ltd. 
5-A Shahdin Building 
The Mall 
Lahore,  Pakistan 

Jaromir Skarka 
Chief Project Engineer 
Chemoprojokt 
Stépanská 15 
Praha 2, CSSR 

tM2mm^JÈtmmtmiÊ^Êimilm0a*& aÉÊIÊllimlÊtàmlÊltiiméimmmamimÊ^^ 
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Acknowledgement  is made to H.  C.  Yuan,   staff member of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency,  Vienna;  P.  Vachez of Institut français du pétrole,  Paris; 

and R.  Gattoni-Celli,  Economie Commission for Europe,  Geneva,  who also took 

an active  part   in the meeting. 

The  terms of reference given to us were to review developments  in the 

plastics industry on a world basis and to discuss the many pressing problems 

relating to the economic and technical  aspects of production and utilization 

of plastics in developing countries. 

Based on the technical papers prestited at the meeting and the ensuing 

discussions,  recommendations and guidelines for future development were made 

and are included in this report. 

In submitting this report we have acted in a personal capacity and not 

as official representatives of organisation or Governaents. 

Signed: 

R. Adachi 

K. M. Cseija 

B. G. Hanoook 

R. M. Kossoff 

L. Kuaar 

A. Q. Litvinenko 

C. L. Marciar 

ft. Soniffino 
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Organization of the meeting 

1. The Expero  Group on the Development of the Plastics  Industries in 

Developing Countries met under the auspices of the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization at UNIDO headquarters  in Vienna from 11-13 November 

1968 to review recent world-wide developments  in the plastics industries. 

Problems relating to the economic and technical  aspects of production and the 

utilization of  plastics in developing countries were reviewed and discussed. 

2. Mr.   Ibrahim H.  Abdel-Rahman,   the Executive Director of UNIDO,  in opening 

the meeting and welcoming the participants,  pointed out  that the petrochemical 

and plastics  industries are widely recognized as one of the fastest growing 

industrial sectors, with an annual growth of over 10 per cent in many  devel- 

oping countries.    Mr. Abdel-Rahman's statement is presented in the annex to 

this report. 

3. Ten consultants from as many countries were among the participants of the 

meeting: cne each from Austria, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, France, India, Japan, 

Pakistan,  the Urion of Soviet Socialist Republics,  the United Kingdom and 

the United States. 

4. Nr. Ahmad Shah Nawaz of Pakistan was elected Chairman of the meeting. 

5*      The report and conclusions of the Expert Group Meeting are presented in 

Part I of this  publication.    Part  II includes seven of the papers presented to 

the meeting as background for the discussions and summaries of three oral 

presentations by consultants attending the meeting.    Three of the background 

papers have been published by UNIDO in Monograph No.3 of the Petrochemical 

Industry Series (Sales No:    69.II.B.32). 

6. The meeting was arranged through the services of the Industrial Technology 

Division of UMIDO, whose Director, Mr. Nikolai Origoriev,  addressed the group. 

His statement  is attached in the annex.    Mr. Maliyil C. Verghese, Chief of the 

Fertilisers,  Pesticides and Petrochemicals Industries Section, attended the 

meeting, and Mi     Herbert May of that section served as Technical Secretary. 

Participants attended the meeting in a personal capacity and not as official 

representatives of their organisations or Governments. 

7. The view« and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the 

group or of the individual contributors and do not necessarily reflect the 

viens of the secretariat of UMIDO. 
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Conclusions and recommendations of the Expert Group 

8. The Expert Group noted with interest the development of new processes 

in the petrochemical industry Bince the petrochemical conference in Tehran in 

1964.-"     The group recommended that developing countries give particular 

attention to the technological changes that have influenced the selection of 

processes and the size of units in recent years. 

9. The Expert Group called attention to the constant increase in demands for 

plastics in both developed and developing countries.    On a volume basis it is 

anticipated that world plastics production may overtake steel production by 

the 1980s.    The group recommended that in planning economic growth, developing 

countries should consider building materials as a whole and evaluate the 

relative importance to be given to the steel and plastics industries.    The 

advantages of establishing a plastics industry, which can be established at 

lower capital cost and on a smaller scale of production than a steel industry, 

should be kept in mind. 

10. It was recommended that countries standardize nomenclature to identify 

imports, consumption, production etc.  to expedite planning for the establish- 

ment of petrochemical industries.    The Expart Group notad that present class- 

ification of chemical products is rapidly becoming outdated and recommended 

that a group of experts under UWIDO suggest modifications to this nomenclature 

for discussion at the forthcoming petrochemical meeting in Baku in October I969. 

11. It was recommended that all countries, and particularly developing 

countries, establish criteria for the minimum size of plants to be established. 

The exact sise of plants should be guided by prevailing conditions and the 

selling prices of products that a country is willing to tolerate. 

12. The Expert Group noted that some countries are establishing pet roc he» io al 

operations behind relatively high tariff walls.    While this may be an acceptable 

aethod of initiating a petrochemical industry, the Expert Group recommended 

that these plant« be designed to reach an economic operating level comparable 

to international standards as quickly as possible. 

1/ See the Report of the First Halted Mations Interregional Conferenoe on the 
Development of Petrocheaical Industries in Developing Countries, united 
Mations publication, Sales Wo.ï    66.11.B. 14. 

iflUtaiáb 
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13. The Expert Group noted that  in small petrochemical  operations the  foreign- 

exchange  savings,   particularly where profits  are remitted  abroad,  are marginal, 

but where   substantial quantities of local equipment  are used or profit   remit- 

tances abroad are not  involved,   the foreign-exchange  savings are  substantial. 

Savings are  further increased by the  import-substitution  value of the   products 

of the plastics  industry. 

14. The Expert Group noted that  some developing countries are converting 

alcohol- and carbide-based operations  to petrochemical  feedstocks.    Newly 

developing countries should consider establishing operations based on  alcohol 

or carbide only in very exceptional circumstances. 

15. The Expert Group suggested that before   petrochemical   projects are  under- 

taken,  detailed market and feasibility studies  should be  carried out.     The 

group recommended that UNIDO provide experts  and facilities for carrying out 

such studies and that the studies include detailed surveys on markets  and 

applications.    Before it has been decided to manufacture  products,  feasibility 

studies should reveal: 

(a) Current prices of the contemplated products on the internal market 
in developed countries versus prices of imported products; 

(b) Share structure of the petrochemical company,   financing possibili- 
ties and incentives  that might be  granted public or private 
investors; 

(c) Prices of raw materials,  utilities  and manpower. 

16. The Expert Group suggested that when a plastics industry is being built 

up in a developing country the logical sequence of operations is: 

(a) To establish a fabricating industry for moulding, extrusion etc. 
based on the use of  imported machinery and tools, imported raw 
materials and know-how supplied along with the machinery and 
materials; 

(b) To set up a plant to make moulds or recondition second-hand moulds; 

(c) To commence production of thermosetting resins and moulding powders 
from imported chemicals; if fertilizer interests will co-operate, 
to set up an ammonia-urea methanol-formaldehyde complex; 

(d) In some cases - subject to availability of foreign exchange - to 
import base polymer,  particularly polyvinyl chloride (PVC),  and 
to compound or colour it; 

(e) To undertake economic studies for the manufacture of plastics 
considering time phasing, which takes into account term imports of 
certain monomers for the domestic manufacture of selected polymers, 
possible manufacture of certain monomers from imported olefins on 
a viable basis and erection of olefin plants,  if advantageous, in 
co-operation with neighbouring countries. 
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17. The Expert  Group noted the development of plastic raw materials and 

synthetic fibres that  are penetrating traditional  fields of natural  products. 

Countries with  interest  in  industries such as furniture,  jute and surgical 

instruments should keep watch on developments in each  field in order  to 

develop their own fabricating facilities.     It was felt  that plastic  products 

would augment the versatility of traditional products rather than replace them. 

18. Tt was recommended  that developing countries concentrate on a limited 

number of plant ics for domestic production  in order to establish plants of an 

economic size and make  intensive efforts to use the plastic materials  to the 

utmost.    The group recommended that  UNIDO undertake studies on the economics 

of plant size and on  the selection of plastics to be manufactured first  in 

newly developing countries;  these studies should be available for the next 

petrochemical seminar.    These studies should consider fabricating techniques 

to minimize the number of resin products selected for manufacture in a country. 

19. To lower investment and operating costs of petrochemical plants in 

developing countries,   the Expert Group reoommended that these countries: 

(a) Prepare for the plant start-up by training engineers, operators 
and other personnel during the design and construction stages of 
the plant; 

(b) Develop civil engineering and construction services early; 

(c) Develop engineering design facilities as soon as feasible to reduce 
expenditures for foreign engineers, expenditures that in time nay 
be limited to basic engineering fees; 

(d) Develop a* soon as possible facilities to produce équipaient and 
catalysts and auxiliary materials; 

(e) Emphasize training for better maintenance and for inspection of 
plants already in operation. 

20. The Expert Group noted that expenditures for foreign know-how and 

engineering fees represent a high percentage of construction costs of petro- 

chemical plants,  sometimes as much as 25 to 30 per cent.    Methods for lowering 

•uch costs should be considered at the next petrochemical seminar.    The group 

requested UNIDO to consider ways of helping developing countries to lower 

these costs. 

21. The Expert Group felt that it may be possible to reduce engineering fee» 

by having countries themselves undertake the detailed engineering of the plants 

in developing countries, or in other countries with lower engineering costs. 

The Expert Group noted that in some countries, the Government taxe« remittance 

of these fees, with the result that the fees are raised to cover the te».   The 

Expert Group reoommended that oountriee study the possibility of lowering 
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capital costs by making the remittance of fees tax-free;  customs duties should 

also be payable only on the net cost of the machinery excluding engineering 

fees. 

22. It was recommended that UNIDO set up a documentation centre where 

documentation would be available on problems connected with petrochemical 

technology and other information in this field on the experience of developing 

countries.     It was recommended that UNIDO maintain a list of experts who could 

evaluate technology and processes for use in developing countries. 

23. Developing countries purchasing new plants should have direct access to 

the process licensers so that they could obtain competitive bids.    In doing 

so the countries would be able to benefit continuously from the expertise of 

the licensers over a relatively long period, and would have access to better 

training facilities than those provided by machinery suppliers. 

24. The Expert Group noted that many developing countries lack information 

on current techniques and therefore use out-of-date methods to manufacture 

plastics.    It was recommended that UNIDO give serious consideration to this 

problem and it was suggested that: 

(a) UNIDO organize a touring exhibition that could visit developing 
countries to demonstrate new techniques; 

(b) UNIDO provide experts to assist developing countries in establishing 
competent extension services for small plastics fabricators, to 
visit their plants and to give advice on production and processing 
techniques and designs; 

(o) UNIDO help to make experts available and help to locate training 
facilities for the establishment of mould centres. 

25. Because of the significant progress made in the use of radioisotopes for 

polymerisation, UNIDO, in co-operation with the International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA), should examine the various production processes suoh as those 

for wood-plastics and those for plastics about to be produced commercially 

(polyethylene and polyformaldehyde) in order to keep developing oountries 

informed of the new possibilities.    Since the manufacture of wood-plastics 

combinations as building materials is receiving considerable attention from 

many developing oountries, UNIDO, in co-operation with IAEA, should undertake 

feasibility studies to consider further possibilities of developing suoh 

manufacture in developing oountries. 

»^^.^^ , ^.„^ ^ nyf       ., ^...^j, „ -.^^^.aja^^j^.g.E.^^-^-- -^^trrlltifrriifiìTitiMiiiiiiiiiiÉ ritititrinnrrmiii 1 ^ ^—*-••* --• j 
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26.    The Expert Group noted with interest that several petrochemical organiza- 

tions have offered training facilities to UNIDO.     It was recommended that these 

facilities be used and that UNIDO arrange for additional facilities for start-up, 

maintenance and processing in operating plants. 

^ÉÉ^^^L^v^^^,;;»- ^-^gjiliaff^Ui^^A^y-. ^i.«.^:«*^ hJA^A^ 
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ANNEX 

STATEMENTS TO THE MEETING 

Opening statement of Mr.   I.   H.   Abdel-Rahman.  Executive Director of UNIDO 

On the  opening day of the Expert Group Meeting on the Development of the 

Plastics  Industries in Developing Countries and the  Preparatory Meeting on the 

Development  of the Petrochemical   Industries  in Developing Countries,   I wish 

to convey  to you my greetings  and thank you for your participation. 

The  purpose of UNIDO,   as formulated by the General Assembly Resolution of 

17 November  I966,   is to promote  industrial development  and assist  in acceler- 

ating industrialization of the developing countries,  with particular emphasis 

on the manufacturing sector.     In the fulfilment of this  purpose,  UNIDO carries 

out two basic  types of activities,  namely,  promotional  and operational  activi- 

ties,   and studies and research relevant to these activities. 

Under this first category,   UNIDO provides assistance to developing 

countries  in many areas such as  in the application of modern industrial methods 

of production;     programming and planning;    strengthening and restructuring 

technological   institutions;     preparation of specific  industrial  projects; 

efficient use of natural resources;     training technical  personnel;    and the 

transfer of technology. 

The second category of UNIDO's activities includes the compilation, analy- 

sis,   publication and dissemination of data concerning various aspects of 

industrialization.    UNIDO also organizes international gatherings to enable 

government  officials or experts to exchange views and experience on specifio 

issues and problems of industrial development.    The present meeting comes under 

this category and is for the purpose of obtaining advioe,  information and 

exchange of experience.    The results of your discussions and recommendations 

will be carefully considered in relation to UNIDO's present and future work 

programmes  in both operational and supporting activities. 

The petrochemical and plastics  industries have been widely recognized as 

one of the fastest growing industrial sectors today.    The production of 

petrochemicals including plastics is growing at an annual rate of over 10 per 

cent in many developing countries.    Technical assistance by UNIDO in this 

field is correspondingly increasing.    The United Nations has also devoted an 

increasing number of regional   and interregional symposia to specific technical 
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and economic features of this industry and to technical assistance projects in 

petrochemicals in developing countries.     In 1969, the Second Interregional 

Seminar on the Petrochemical Industry will be convened by UNIDO.    The news of 

holding the Seminar has already received world-wide interest,  and inquiries 

about details are increasing rapidly from both developed and developing 

countries. 

In the course of your deliberations, you will study many aspects of the 

petrochemical and plastics industries.    The developing countries, whether 

they have their own petroleum or natural gas resources or have only refineries 

or end-product fabrication plants,  all face an important problem of finding 

practical ways for expanding or establishing and running viable petrochemioal 

complexes as a part of their industrial development.    I an confident the 

exchange of experience and information among you will be of great value in 

finding a proper solution to many economic and teohnical aspect« of this 

question. 

I wish you a successful and productive meeting. 

Opening statement of Mr. H. Orisoriev. ¿|rf*or. 
Industrial feohnolocr flivielcn. uf !W 

It gives me great pleasure in welcoming you to Vienna end on behalf of 

UMIDO I wish to thank you most warmly for having made available your valuable 

time in attending our two meetings.    Many of you have oome from great distances 

and some of you have made substantial finanoial sacrifices in order to make 

available your experiences and contributions to the meetings.    The reason for 

holding the Expert Oroup Meeting on the Development of the Plastios Industries 

la Developing Countries and the Preparatory Meeting for the Second Interregional 

Petrochemioal Seminar (1969) concurrently, is that the two are closely related. 

The first meeting deals with the teohno-economic aspect of plastios and petro- 

chemicals in developing countries and the latter meeting deals with the organi- 

sational aspects of the 1969 petrochemioal seminar. 

The development of the plastics and allied industries is receiving 

increasing emphasis in many developing countries.    There has also been a 

steady increase in UNIDO Technical Assistance projects related to plastics 

and petrochemicals.    These projects cover many subjects such as pre-investment 

and market studies on the utilisation of indigenous raw materials, feasibility 

•••MiaMaÉMtttMM^^aiiaM^^^^ittMHHl^M 
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reports on establishment of plastics  production facilities,   improvement of 

production processes,  fabrication  and application of plastics products,   and 

design of moulds for plastics processing. 

For these reasons,  the present Expert Group Meeting is held in order to 

discuss many pressing problems related to the plastics  industries in developing 

countries.    Results of the discussion are expected to  assist UNIDO in improving 

its present programme of technical assistance activities in plastics,  and to 

generate new ideas about future projects. 

It should be noted that the  purpose of the present meeting is not merely 

to present a survey of the technology and economics of the  plastics and petro- 

chemical industries in the highly  industrialized countries,  but    to consider 

and reappraise various aspects from the particular point  of view of the require- 

ments and natural resources of the developing countries.     In this connexion, 

contributions from consultants describing their experience  in developing 

countries will be of particular value. 

The purposes of the Preparatory Meeting for the 1969 petrochemical 

seminar are to finalize the provisional agenda and to discuss how best the 

seminar may be conducted.    The objectives and suggested topics for discussion 

are contained in the draft plan before you.    The discuss si ons on the first 

nesting on the development of the plastics industries in developing countries 

will serve a very useful purpose regarding the subject matter to be discussed 

in the agenda for the 1969 petrochemical seminar. 

You might be interested in knowing that the Government of the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics has agreed to be the host country for the 1969 

petrochemical seminar, which will probably take place in September 1969* 

Beoause of the large number of topics planned for discussion, the seminar is 

likely to be extended from two weeks to three weeks. 

Finally, nay I thank you once again for giving ao much of your valuable 

time in coming to Vienna and wish you a very fruitful discussion and happy 

stay in Vienna. 

t^^m^^^^m^mm^mmiimH^imtÊU^U^Ê^ÊmMÊÊÊÊÊlÊm^ÈÊimmÈÊIÈÊÊÊm^^mma^ 
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PART II 

PAPERS PRESENTED TO THE EXPERT GROUP 

AND SUMMARIES OF THREE PAPERS 
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1.    PETROCHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1964 

Claude L. Mercier 

The United Nations Conferenoe on the Development of the Petrochemical 

Industry, held in Tehran in September I964, oonoluded that petrochemistry will 

probably undergo wide expansion.    It was thought that developing countries, 

sons of whioh have large petroleum resources, will aooount for a large share 

of this expansion.   An initial review of the expansion of the petrochemical 

industry between 1963 and 1967, the last four-year period for whioh statistics 

are available, is given below. 

Table 1 

Total nuaber of 
uM^sJin^peration 

1963 1967 

unit« 
(buIH-between 1963 and I91 

Number of 
ftvrtnr °i FftóOB, new units 

(M tad Stata« and Canada 122 
Nestern lurope 104 
Japan 13 
Australia 12 

Total 251 749 1,000 

Latta Aaerioa IT 
Africa and muí« ate« 5 
Asia and Par last 

(exoludinf Japan) 16 

Total 5§ 61 119 

^F^^M^^^^e»        !^HE^^^M^^^^^^^J'^2EE53^^EP    •BrVyw^PsW^Pe*»    A ^•j^a|p^^i^*^^p •^PsaWPeA»    »Ji^Pw # 

'--'^-'-^—T'lmWmtñ WììriìWllÌF"Mt' 
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During the period examined (1963-I967) ,  the number of new units in 

developing countries increased from 61 to II9»  during the same period, the 

industrialized countries increased their units from 749 to 1,000. 

Although the disparity between these two groups of countries in decreasing 

in relative value (8.5 times more units in highly industrialized countries than 

in developing countries in I967,  compared with over 12 times more in 1963), 

this disparity is increasing even more in absolute value (nearly 200 more units 

were built in industrialized countries).    It must not be forgotten that these 

figures on the number of units built are misleading because of the much higher 

average investment level per unit in highly industrialized countries (despite 

lower construction costs in developing countries).   The average investment per 

petrochemical unit built during the period from I963 to I967 was about $16 

million in the industrialized countries and til million in the developing 

oountries. 

Hew processes and teem 0logical development» 

Developments in the research area 

The dynamism of the petrochemical industry and the oonstant research by 

manufacturing companies for lower production costs have led to the appearance 

of numerous new techniques that can substantially transforai production and 

the market for certain produots.    Although the new processes derived from 

these techniques have led to only a limited number of industrial applications, 

it seams useful to desoribe their main characteristics and to try to estimata 

their value. 

law teohniques may be grouped aooording to the produots they produots 

olefins; diolefinsi aromatiosf oxygenated compoundsf polymarmt, tmd proteins. 

Olefins 

Dimerisation and oodlmeristtion.   At early as I964, numerous publioationa 

(and in 1966 the World Congress on Petroleum in Mexico City) introduoed um 

methods for the produotion of Cfi, C, and Cg olefins from propylene or butènes. 

Tatst methods art designed to obtain specifio structures through the use of 

special oatalystf.   The oatalysts obtained a« a result of investigations 

oonduoted on co-ordination oomplexes - whose most important application 

involved stereospeoific polymerisation - have the advantagt of enhanoing a 

^Sll«âfet^lMM.ajJ-   ^.^fcfl^A      • ». H......-J,- .g^J«»^Mtt,IM—^J» I».-»T_, J_.na„»L.lK-J»jBl-i7,a»lnnirnn'F   "-»>•»•. ^j.m^jajUlJ.J 
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given structure, in the combination of olefins with one another, while 

conventional phosphoric acid-based catalysts give products having all the 

possible hydrocarbon structures. 

For example, with a catalyst consisting of potassium deposited on an 

alumina support, the British Petroleum Company (BP),  using propylene as 

feedstock,  has succeeded in producing methyl 1-4 pentene-1, whose polymerization 

leads to a transparent and heat-reBistant polymer now being produced at Imperial 

Chemioal Industries Ltd.  (ICI) under the name TPX. 

Other investigations,  in particular those on the Wilke process,  lead to 

products having different structures.    These investigations, oriented towards 

the production of a high octane rating fuel mixture, have yielded C¿ olefin 

mixtures in which dimethyl butène is the major constituent.    Taking into account 

current prices for light olefins and fuel, it seems that such a technique is 

too costly for the manufacture of oil constituents.    Therefore, with a 

different orientation of the reaction by a modification of the catalyst,  the 

Institute français du pétrole has developed a process leading to an olefin 

mixture particularly well suited for the production of primary alcohols by 

the oxosynthe8is process.     In particular, these are hexenes or heptenes 

leading to heptanols and octano Is, respectively, which,  owing to their quality 

and cost of production, can compete with ethylhexanol and isoctanols currently 

produced,  either from propylene, by the oxo process to produce butanol, which 

is then dimeri zed, or from propylene and butènes by "codiaer izat ion" to 

obtain isoheptenes in the presence of a phosphoric acid catalyst;  the isohep- 

tenes so obtained are converted by the oxo process to isoctanols. 

This selectivity of co-ordination catalysts has been used advantageously 

to produce straight chain hexenes, whioh are possible intermediates in the 

synthesis of straight chain dodeoenes to be used in the production of 

biodegradable detergents. 

Dehydrogenation of n-paraffins.    Studies on the dehydrogenation 

of n-paraffins run into practical difficulties owing to the low 

reaction rate of hexenes, whioh has led to a mere direot route for 

the production of CIQ - C^ straight ohain olefins} the dehydrogenated 

n-paraffins are then obtained by extraction with molecular sieves.    This 

process,  first studied by universal Oil Products (UOP),  is called P*col 

and is used in a plant now operating in Japan.   The process converts 
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n-paraffins, using a catalyst consisting of cobalt thiomolybdate,  with a 

limited conversion (IO-I5 per cent) of paraffins into olefins, thus forming 

a mixture which, without any separation, is used to alkylate benzene through 

conventional routes in the presence of hydrofluoric acid or sulphuric acid. 

Such a method, leading to a straight chain alkylbenzene, which produces 

through sulphonation a detergent that can be biologically degraded,  competes 

with the chlorine method (Mils, Sarda Industria Resine), which consists 

in producing a n-paraffin monochloro compound and subsequently alkylating 

benzene using aluminium chloride.    This last method has the disadvantage of 

consuming chlorine, which remains at the end of the operation as an almost 

equivalent quantity of hydrochloric acid for which (besides the synthesis of 

vinyl chloride) it is difficult to find a profitable us«. 

Diolefin« 

The production of butadiene was appreciably modified by the development 

of steam cracking methods, whioh produce this compound at the average rate of 

4 per cent of the charging stock.   The main improvement, therefore, has 

occurred in the solvent extraction prooess.    Besides the older processes, using 

acetonitrile (Shell), furfural (Phillips), a new solvent has beoone available, 

dimethyl formami de (Geon).    This new solvent allow« the extraction of isoprene 

from the C_ fractions. 

aromatio« 

Owing largely to   the development of synthetic fibres (nylon and tergal) 

and partially to that of resins (polyesters and phenolic»), the chemistry of 

aromatio hydrocarbons has made substantia progress in the pact few yean. 

The inore««« in available quantities of bensene and para-xylene - to the 

detriment of other aromatio hydrocarbons derived either from reforming or 

•te«« oraoking - has brought about the major part of research «ad l«d to the 

advent of new prooesses. 

Solvent treatment.   In the field of extraction, substantial progress had 

already been nade when sulfolane (OOP, Shell) replaced glycol as «a extraction 

solvent for arome tics.    Sine« then the valu« of new solvents has been well 

nifi"1iir*#fit»"*- *--•--  -*--- ••»•- •'• t.:^--. __ .^„•m^ffii--,ai,nitif#^^*^^ —**••»-"• A^iSi, -^-^¿M.1,-,1  1  T¡aj,rijaS"*-&" Säe^AM 
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boen well  confirmed by the building of  industrial  plants:    dimethyl   sulfoxide 

(institut  français du pétrole),   N-methyl   pyrrolidone  (Lurgi). 

Together with this technique leading to the production of all aromatics 

from C^ to Cgt   various techniques  specific to a single compound have drawn 

increasing interest;  in particular,  extractive distillation or azeotropic 

distillation,   which leads to benzene  from a rich fraction (85 per cent derived 

from highly severe steam cracking,   for example). 

A new process has been developed by Japan Gas Chemical for the treatment 

of xylenes.     This incorporates,   in addition to a superfractionating unit designed 

to produce ortho-xylene and possibly ethylbenzene,  the crystallization of para- 

xylene associated with the isomerization of the mother liquors  (mixture of 

para- and meta-xylene).    This is a new technique  in which the extraction of 

meta-xylene  is  carried out with an acid solvent consisting of hydrofluoric acid 

and boron trifluoride.    As a result,   it  is no longer necessary to use crystal- 

lization,  and each of the aromatic hydrocarbons can be obtained in the pure 

state.    This process appears to be particularly attractive because it yields 

pure meta-xylene.    The market for this product, which on oxidation produces 

isophthalic acid for polyester production has up to now been limited because 

of the high cost  of producing high-purity meta-xylene. 

Crystal 1 ization.    Production through crystallization has advanced signif- 

icantly both with respect to the over-all economy of this technique and to the 

purity of the product obtained.    While existing processes were being made 

increasingly more efficient (Phillips, Amoco), a new technique of crystallization 

through direct contact with a cold solution was announced by the Institut 

français du pétrole.    Furthermore,  this technique takes advantage of crystalli- 

zation and washing counter-current systems, whioh not only reduce refrigeration 

oosts but also produce high-purity para-xylene (more than 99.5 per cent pure). 

Chemical transformation of aromatios.    The improvement of reoovery 

techniques, however, did not meet increasing demands, whioh could only be 

satisfied if production methods were improved or new conversions conoeived. 

High-severity steam cracking, whioh provides an aromatic oil in whioh 

benzene predominates, has led to improvement in the situation of this product. 

In order to increase xylenes production, catalytic reforming operating conditions 

were modified and led to a Cg fraction consisting of almost only aromatio 

hydrocarbons,  thus eliminating the necessity for solvent extraction. 

mm^mmÊËmÊÈËËÊÊÊÈÈÊÊÊÊËimÉÊÊËËËÉÊÊÊÊÈÊmÊÊiÊÊÊimÉlÊÊÊÉÊÊÊmim^ÉiÈÊmm*^ 
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Together with the already known techniques,  hydrodealkylation and isomeri- 

zation,  the dismutation of toluene to benzene and a mixture of xylenes (Toyo 

Rayon)  is now possible.    This process,   for which the first industrial plant is 

under construction,  increases,  to the detriment of toluene, the quantities of 

benzene and xylene mixtures.    In association with isomerization and crystalli- 

zation of para-xylene, it leads to the production of additional quantities of 

ortho-xylene and para-xylene without requiring the construction of large-capacity 

special reforming plants. 

Oxygenated compounds 

This report does not attempt to quote from all research work that has led 

to the improvement of existing processes but only from work related to the most 

important products with respect to tonnage or increase in consumption. 

Methanol.    The synthesis of methanol has been improved (id) through the 

use of new catalysts that have reduced operating pressures from 300 atm to 50 

atm while at the same time reducing temperatures from 350°-400°C to 250°-300°C. 

The value    of this new process can be seen from two main standpointsí 

(a) At low pressures and large capacity (150,000 - 200,000 tons per 
year) it becomes beneficial to use centrifugal compressors, used to 
advantage in the synthesis of ammonia; 

(b) Owing to low pressures,  it is possible to design a methanol 
synthesis plant in which the expense of gas compression is minimal. 
Naphtha steam reforming-, which produoes the B*2 - CO mixtures, can 
be carried out up to pressures of 20 atm to 25 atmj the separation 
train oan, taking pressure losses into account, operate advanta- 
geously at the same pressure, and it is only then necessary to bring 
the effluent at the synthesis pressure with a compressor having a 
compression ratio of approximately 2. 

This beneficial effeot is still more significant if partial oxidation is 

used (Texaco, Shell), whioh may be carried out at 50 atm and higher. In this 

oase the over-all operation is at tas same pressures oxygen alone has had to 

be oompressed. 

Aootio moid.   In the synthesis of acetio acid, the oxidation of light oil 

(Distillers) has not eliminated other oxidation methods because of the lo« 

selectivity (l .5 tons of naphtha par ton of acid), and the larga production of 

by-products that have to be economically disposed of (formio acid, propionic 

aoid and suooinio aoid). 

M^MWMé. IMiA^ajaaBaklaaBtfMM „uMmÊaÈÊ&ÊÊÈÈËiÉÊÊSiÊÊÉÈÊËm ~aL¿i^,mt¿¿ ^iM^ihí^j^u^iá^ 
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Among the new routes, the oxidation of butènes (Bayer) has a high selec- 

tivity,   owing to an indirect route  through butyl acetate.    In this process, 

butyl acetate is first  synthesized and then oxidized to  three acetic acid 

molecules,  one of which is recycled and returns to  the ester synthesis stage; 

this brings a yield of up to 1.24 tons of acetic acid per ton of butène. 

Using a completely different route, acetic acid may be produced by the 

reaction of methanol and carbon monoxide under high pressure (Badische Anilin 

und Soda Fabrik   (BASF)).    Although this method appears to be costly because 

of the    high pressures used (600 atm - 700 atm),  the price of methanol obtained 

from large-capacity plants using the  ICI technique is advantageously low. 

Vinyl acetate.    The synthesis of vinyl acetate from ethylene is the 

Bubject of numerous investigations in which attempts have been made to obtain 

the most direct synthesis.   Although this objective has not been reached, one 

of the most recent developments is oxidizing ethylene in the presence of acetic 

acid into vinyl acetate and acetaldehyde.    This latter produot, after separation, 

is in turn oxidized into the acetic acid required for the operation, making it 

unnecessary to use an external source of acetic acid. 

The direct oxidation of propylene to propylene oxide, in spite of much 

researoh, has not yet been oarried out satisfactorily.    The use of organic 

peroxides as oxidizing agents (Scientific Design, Aroo) has led to particularly 

high yields related to propylene, but by-products formed by the decomposition 

of the organic peroxide tend to make the process uneconomic.    Two solutions 

appear to be particularly promising: 

(a) Organic peroxide is obtained from ethylbenzene, which subsequently 
leads to a mixture of raethylphenylketone and methylphenyloarbinol. 
RVdrogenation followed by dehydration gives styrene.    Although it 
is possible, to a certain extent, to adjust the propylene 
oxide-styrene ratio, 2.5 tons of styrene per ton of propylene 
oxide are generally produced. 

(b) Organi o peroxide is prepared by oxidation of isobutane and by a 
process identioal to that used with ethylbenzene.    Tertiary butyl 
alcohol is produced and then dehydrogenated into isobutene.    In 
this case, 1.6 tons of isobutene are associated with eaoh ton of 
propylene oxide. 

Phthalie anhydride.   Gas phase catalytic oxidiation of ortho-xylene had 

already i«proved when the teohnique of fluidization came into use, leading to 

greater homogenization of temperature and a more efficient control of operating 

variables.   By using a liquid phase oxidation teohnique (Profil) it was possible 

to bring the consumption of para-xylene per ton of phthalio anhydride fron 
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1 ton down to 0.8 ton. This new process, although probably requiring greater 

capital investment, will in the final analysis no doubt become the preferred 

process, especially for large plants, because of its economic use of raw 

materials. 

Polymers 

Polyethylene.    Just when new polymers or copolymers were appearing, 

polymerization techniques were being modified and improved.    Among these 

improvements, those involving the polymerization of ethylene should be 

mentioned.    As a result of this technique, through the use of organometallic 

catalysts (Solvay) placed on a support, it is possible to produce high-density 

polyethylene with very low catalyst consumption. 

Ethylene-propylene rubber.    Ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR),  whose 

development was slowed down after difficulties in the vuloanization and the 

mixing with other rubbers occurred,  is expected to capture a larger part of 

the rubber market with the introduction of a new copolymer, ethylidene 

norbornene, which, while enabling the vulcanization of this rubber, makes it 

compatible with the other synthetio rubbers. 

Proteins 

The fermentation of hydrocarbons, whioh in principle can find numerous 

applioations in the synthesis of oomplex organio molecules, has found its 

first major application in the synthesis of protein oonoentrate« (BP, Institut 

français du pétrole, Esso, Phillips) for animal feeds. Two solutions are now 

under study, the first uses gas oil as a source of paraffinie hydrocarbons, 

and the second involves pure paraffins or paraf finio onoentratee. 

Although it is still difficult to measure the impact of this prootss on 

ti» animal fasd market, it may be estimated that after the initial product and 

process testing phase, plants with a capacity of about 100,000 tons per year 

Mill produce synthetioally eesential constituents of animal feed«. 

Propese improvements and most successful processes since 1964 

Many petroohemioal plants now in operation or under construction us« 

manufacturing techniques based on new, low-ooat processes and technology. 

It is not possible to discuss in detail all of these developments in this 

j 
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paper. They innlude improvemente in aromatio extraction involving large units 

and the use of better solvents, successful results of simplified, less expen- 

sive direct routes to petrochemicals such as: acrylonitrile based on propylene 

and ammonia; vinyl chloride by ethylene oxychlorination; benzene by thermal 

dealkylation of toluene, which is spurring the catalytic dealkylation process; 

caprolactam by cyd.ohexane route versus toluene and phenol processes; and 

improved oaprolaotam yields. 

The discussion that follows will be restricted to produots that are playing 

a significant role in the field of elastomers and plaatioa: ethylene, whioh has 

the largest production and consumption of petrochemicals; polyolefins, which are 

the fastest growing segment of the ohemical industry; and atereo-elastomer8, 

whioh have a promising future in the manufacture of tires. 

New steam cracking plants 

Between 1964 and 1968, the technology of high-aeverity steam craoking 

was confirmed, and steam cracking capacity increased considerably. The large 

demand for ethylene-derived producta (polyethylene, PVC, ethylene oxide) nade 

possible the construction of several big craokers. During this period the 

tubular reactor technology for eteam cracking became almoat the aole technology 

to be used industrially, while the uae of other pyrolyaia techniques deolined. 

In all parts of the world, ethylene oapaoity inoreaaed oonaiderably 

during thia period, aa indioated by table 2 below. 

Table__2 

World ethyl»a» oapaoita 
(thousand tons per year) 

Europe 
North Amerioa 
Latin Amerioa 
Asia-Australia 
Africa-Middle last 

Total 

1964 ¿3É& 
2,150 6,378 
4,115 7,610 

33 35* 
576 2,340 

15 130 

6,889 16,814 

After completion 
of known proieoti 

11,500 
10,700 

2,474 
6,482 

350 

31,506 
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The  figures on future capacity are probably exaggerated because  some projects 

will  not be realized and some older units will be shut  down. 

Steam cracking capacity.    Between I964 and 1968,   several huge ethylene 

units were constructed and started up.    In Europe,  about  fifteen units with a 

capacity of more  than 200,000 tons per year of ethylene are already operating 

or being constructed.    The largest of them will produce 450,000 tons per year 

of ethylene.    In the United States,   several  large units are in operation or 

being constructed;  one of them will  produce as much as  545,000 tons per year. 

Very large units are known to have operating problems during start-up and 

generally do not  function at full capacity during the first years of operation 

because of an insufficient market.    Initial operating costs,  therefore,  are 

higher than expected.    Nevertheless, units with a capacity of less than 200,000 

tons per year of ethylene will probably not be competitive in the future. 

High severity.    During recent years cracking severity has also increased. 

Modern furnace design and tube manufacture have permitted gas  temperature of 

more than 85O C.    Residence time can now be less than 0.5 of a second.    These 

performances have resulted in higher ethylene yields from naphtha:    more than 

30 per oent by weight. 

Heat recovery and products separation.    Very effective quench boilers have 

been developed to reoover part of the heat content of the oraoked gases at the 

outlet of the oraoking furnace.    High-pressure steam (more than 100 kg/om2)  is 

thus generated, and this greatly improves process economy.   A number of improve- 

ments have been introduced into the fractionation soheme, particularly in the 

••laotivt hydrogénation of acetylenes, gas desulphurization and low-temperature 

fractionation design.    Two low-temperature destination schemes are still 

competing.    The first uses a maximum pressure of 35 bars, corresponding to a 

•ajcimum pressure of about 10 bars.    The separation of the oo-produots propylene, 

butadiene, aromatica is generally praotioed.   Big steam orackers have thus 

beoome the main units of large petroohemioal oomplexes. 

Fesdstooks.    In the United States   65 per cent of the ethylene produoed 

ia from ethane or propane, 25 per cent from refinery gases and 10 per cent 

from other feedstocks, including naphtha.    The increasing demand for naphtha 

has resulted in higher prioes for this feedstock, and thus heavier feedstocks 

have been considered.   Several units for whioh gas oil can be part of the 

feedatook have bean eonstruoted.    They are more complex and expensive than 
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naphtha crackers.  In this case, more co-products have to be sold. In Europe 

and Japan, there appears to be a trend towards the use of LPG (liquefied 

petroleum gas). 

Summary. High-severity and high-capacity naphtha crackers received wid* 

acceptance by industry during the period I964-I968. Some problems during 

starting-up operations or when heavier feedstocks are used have decreased 

the profitability of these units to some extent. However, the development 

of this process during this period has resulted in an important decrease in 

the price of ethylene and its derivatives. 

New processes and improvements in the field 
of polyolefins and diene« 

The relative importance of polyolefins among plastic materials has grown 

steadily, reaching in I965 the top position of all polymers. At that time 

the total amount of polyolefins produced surpassed that of PVC.  Within the 

polyolefins class, polyethylene has a leading position to such an extent that 

from I966 it has held the top place in plastics production. 

Continuing at this rate during the next years, total world production in 

thousands of tons will be as follows: 

Low-density polyethylene 
High-density polyethylene 
Polypropylene 

¿2á5 
2,300 
?00 
300 

12Z2 
5,000 
1,600 
1,300 

mi 
8,500 
2,800 
2,800 

To reaoh these figures, production units will have increasingly larger 

capacities.    Already some earlier units of low capacity have been closed, and 

nowhere in the world is there a single plant producing less than 10,000 tons 

per year of polyolefins.    No company would now erect a low-density polyethylene 

plant of less than 50,000-tons-per-year capacity, using in the production line 

reactors of less than 25,000-tona-per-year individual oapaoity, or in the same 

way, a high-density polyethylene plant of below 20,000-tons-per-year capacity 

for a Ziegler process or below 40,000 tons-per-year-capacity for a Phillips 

process.   Regarding polypropylene, the lowest single unit capacity is 12,000 

tons per year when the individual units in the project are above 20,000 tons 
per year. 
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Low-density polyethylene. Of the various technological modifications 

that were under discussion in I964, some have materialized in the last five 

years and have introduced unquestionable economic benefits. 

Tubular reactors with numerous ethylene injections are found frequently. 

Many companies have erected plants using this type of reactor, introducing modi- 

fications according to the process (Société nationale des pétroles d'Aquitainb 

(SNPA), BASF, Du Pont). This system offers advantages for the manufacture of 

ethylene-based copolymers. The inner tube may reach a three-inch diameter and 

a 25-foot length. 

Cylindrical reactors have been modified in two ways: by catalyst injec- 

tions in various locations; and by allowing polymerization to occur in two 

distinct zones, one between I50 and 190°C and the other between I9O0 and 250°C. 

The quality of the films made with these polyethylenes is greatly improved. 

The internal volume of such reaotors has been doubled, reaching 5OO litres and 

higher. 

Por all types of reactors higher pressures are used? 2,000 kg/cm2 is now 

a lower limit, making it possible to manufacture intermediate-density poly- 

ethylene. The present limitation of 2,500 kg/om2 is related only to the 

compressor possibilities. 

Further minor improvements are also notioeable: stabilizer and carbon 

black addition directly in the polymérisation reactor, whioh allows for a 

lower production oost and introduces an improved uniformity in the product 

quality! «»<* direot production of polyethylene emulsions in the rsactor by 

addition of water and 1-butanol. 

New polymer compositions have been introduced on the market, mainly as 

ethylene-based copolymers with! (a) ethylene acrylate (Union Carbide, Monsanto)} 

(b) methyl methacrylate (Du Pont); (o) vinyl acetate (USl)| and (d) methaorylic 

acia and a metallic salt (Du Pont ionomer). Other ethylene-based copolymers 

are under investigation or are just starting marketing operations. These ares 

(») vinyl chloride (Hercules)j (b) acrylonitrile (USl)f (o) vinyl silanes 

(Union Carbide). 

High-density polyethylene. The Phillips and the Ziegler polymerisation 

systems have maintained their respective positions from a commercial standpoint, 

and few improvement« have been introduced in the various modified processes. 

The Phillip« process has been improved jaf^aly in its eoonoaios by using loop 

--'--•j- "* niWiiMimiiiiMiiffl«JIM*!   im 
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reactors and by a computer control system for continuous polymerization. 

The Ziegler system has been thoroughly studied,  and the stage of possible 

catalysts has been widely extended,  though titanium tetrachloride associated 

with aluminium alkyls is mostly used.    Improvements deal with the integration 

of the activity,  the stability and the reproducibility of tho catalytic 

system.    One of the ways to achieve this is to put it on a preformed polymer, 

which will result in raised monomer conversion.    The Standard Oil of Indiana 

process has not reached the industrial stage although it has been under study 

for some years. 

The problem of removing reaction heat, which used to be quite serious, 

has been solved by polymerizing in a low-boiling hydrocarbon as a solvent; 

the vaporised hydrocarbon is continuously recycled (Koppers).    Use of a 

fluid-bed catalyst has been reported as a possibility, but no industrial plant 

is using this process.    Alcohol washing for the polymer has gained wide accep- 

tance as oompared with water treatment.   Ethylene-butene-1 copolymers are 

now on the market; they exhibit an improved resistance to stress cracking. 

Polypropylene.   The salient fact concerning polypropylene is the great 

disappointment that followed the commercial marketing hopes and forecasts of 

the early 19*>0e.    It is now clear that the true development of polypropylene 

is just starting, and it is oi^-cted that this polymer's share in the produc- 

tion of all polyolefins, which was 9 per cent in I965, will grow to 16 per 

oent ia 1970 «ad to 20 per cent in 1975.   This rise has been delayed mainly 

for technical and legal reasons. 

Technically, the same improvements is the process M for Ziegler type 

ethylene polymerisation have been recorded, with some modifications for 

polypropylene * 

Titanium trichloride associated with aluminium alkyls it the meet widely 

used catalytic system. 

Polymerisation may be carried out continuously in cylindrical reaotors, 

with a propylene stressi turbulent mixing. 

Use of a screw-type reactor is reported for a solvent-free polymerisation, 

while another process uses polymérisation in liquid propylene as solvent. 

Polymer quality has been greatly improved - in fact, the propylene 

homopolymer has lost ground oompared with the copolymers whose mechanical 

properties are more varied and are resistant to low temperature.   Propylene 
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is copolymer i zed with:    ethylene at a level of 5 per cent; ethylene-propylene 

copolymer; butene-1; and higher olefins.    These products have slightly different 

characteristics and are used for specific markets. • 

Other polyolefins.    Sinse I965,  other products have been introduced 

on the market:     polybutene-1, commercialized by Phillipe and by Hüls; 

poly-4-œethylpentene-lf commercialized by TCI.    One company has studied 

poly-3-methylbutene-l, which would find an interesting market in cords for 
tires. 

Stereo rubbers development.    Highly stereospecific polybutadiene produc- 

tion started in I96I in the United States.   Commercial  development of this 

type of synthetio elastomers rose in I964, and foreoaets of consumption in 

thousands of tons for the next few years are bright t 

12ÈÎ 1212 1975 
Polybutadiene eis 1-4 230 48O 725 

Polyisoprene 50 24O 550 

For each elastomer there are at least two different processes leading to 

high-quality products by solution-type polymérisation in a hydrooarbon, 

requiring high-purity monomer and oritical operating conditions.   The relative 

importance of stereo rubbers to the total synthetic elastomer consumption is 

expected to grow from a low 5 per cent in I965 to more than 11 per cent in 

1975» with a ratio in this group of polybutadiene to polyisoprene tending 
towards 60»40. 

Polybutadiene.   The various processes each using a speoifio catalytic 

system yield polymers of different sterio purity as indicated below.    (This 

is not the only test of quality, as molecular distribution is also a major 

factor affecting the technological properties of the rubbers.) 

Table 3 

Production of polybutadiene 

Per cent Production 1967 
£S£2H£ Catalrtlo system oie 1-* (PW *m*i 
Firestone Oliano lithiua/^entane 51 25 
Phillip» Ti 14 - Al It 3 95 30.5 
Goodrich Oulf Gobait salt - Al It 2 Cl 97 32.5 
Shell Cobalt salt - Al I* 2 CI 97 8 
HOI« Ti Br 4 - Al (iBu) 3 85 4 
Japan Synthetio 

Rubber liokel salt - il Et 3-X 98 0 
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The average size of the units  erected since I965 is about 2%000 tons 

per year, but recent projects are quoting units with a capacity of 60,000 

tons per year.    At these production levels polymerization is exclusively of 

the continuous  type. 

Polyisoprene.    Highly stereospecific polyisoprene  is very similar to 

natural rubber and may easily be substituted for it.    Isoprene may be poly- 

merized with lithium type catalysts or with Ziegler type,  such as titanium 

tetrachloride and aluminium alkyls.    At present,  the industrial processes in 

exploitation are those of Goodyear,   Shell, and Goodrich Gulf;  the units have a 

capacity of 25,000 tons per year.    If the problem of obtaining isoprene at 

a competitive price is solved, capacity of the polymer-producing units should 

be 50,000 tons per year. 

World survey of économie development» 

Production, investment and trade 

Production 

Considerable quantities of petroohemioals were available on the market 

from 1964 to 1967.    In the United States in 1965, petrochemistry contributed 

one third of the tonnage produced by the chemical industry as a whole and 60 

per cent of the value.   This is equivalent to 42 million tone of produots 

having a total value of 18.55 billion.    In other highly industrialized 

countries, the petrochemical industry tends to hold a similar plaoe. 

Within the petrochemical seo tor, the largest segments are the basio 

intermediatesi    ethyl en, propylen, butadiene and benseme.   However, certain 

•ore elaborate production programmes such as that for vinyl ohloride reach 

similar orders of magnitude. 

The average cost of American petroohemioal production is approximately 

9V per lb, which is a relatively low price oompared with the tonnage produced 

by a heavy industry. 

Investment 

Vast suas of capital are required for investment in the pttroehemioal 

industry.   Table 4 helov lists the Investmente planned for 1965-1970 sad 

I97O-I975. 

HMÜE 
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Table 4 

Investments planned in the petrochemical industry 
(million dollars) 

Period lfeî-1970 Period 1970-1975 

United States                                                        5i210 7,280 

Japan 2,280 3,700 

European Economio Community (EEC) 4,000 5,330 

European Free Trade Association (EFTA)        1,400 2,050 

Latin America 895 1,445 

As indicated in the introduction, there is a notloeable disparity between 

sums invested in highly industrialized countries (United States, Japan, BBC 

and EPTA oountries) and in the developing countries of Latin America.   For 

example, on the basis of the investment» made in 1965, investments in 1975 

will amount to approximately $22 billion in the United States and $17 to 

$18 billion in Western Europe. 

Depending on the degree of elaboration of the product, investment per 

unit of capacity increases rapidly.    To transform crude petroleum into 

petroleum products, approximately $20 per ton per year must be invested. 

The transformation of ammonia into urea and ammonium sulphate in a fertiliser 

production complex requires $50 per ton per year.   The polymerisation and 

spinning of oaprolaotaa to obtain continuous filaments of fine denier nylon 

requires $3,000 per ton per year. 

Trade 

In international trade the value of product« derived from the petroohemioal 

industry is considerable.   For example, for the United States, the chemical 

industry is responsible for 36 per cent of the balanoe-of-trade surplus, of 

union more than one third corresponds to petroohemioal products.   The average 

unit value of exported products varies according to country; the Federal 

Republic of Germany and France seem to export more products of higher value 

than Italy and Belgium (see table 5). 

Í&&HtiBS&*&á*~*-J^—J*.£-^ .„^„L   ,.,„a».-.     ..  .¿—  „.    - ,     . -•-. -, ~,**^„.^-*ák¿Lt*a-,t-Jt--.,   liftfliiiT-ij    ,a..^a.—.A.JHi»toWM„   -¡fallu       fiyta^j-^M-   , 
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Table 5 

Exporte of organic ohemioals in lfró'y 

Quantity          Average value per lb Country (t)  U) 
Belgium 242,317 7.5 

Prance 589,445 15.3 

Germany (Fed. Rep.) 1,193,000 17,0 

Italy 805,106 8.0 

The big exporting countries sell to many importers: the United States 

exports to over 80 countries (transactions of more than $100,000 per year)| 

the Federal Republic of Germany to 77? Prance, Italy and the Netherlands to 

over 60 each. Por these countries the dispersion leads to large supplies of 

stock per importing country» 7,000 to 15,000 tons per year. Smaller exporting 

countries such as Spain sell to over X countries an average of 850 tons per 

year per country. This diversification is due to permanent competition among 

exporters in quantities and prices and to a concern on the part of exporters 

to safeguard their outlets, or on the part of importers to guarantee a steady 

supply. 

In countries suoh as Trinidad and Tobago, where foreign industrial groups 

have established large petrochemical complexes as subsidiaries because of ths 

low cost of raw materials or taxation policies that are advantageous to 

business, the situation is radically different. Exports fro» these oountries 

are absorbed by fewer buyers; one buyer alone may take the bulk of what is 

exported. This is beoause the subsidiary has beoome part of the production 

chain of the parent company, and the parent oompany absorbs most of the 

production of the subsidiary. 

For oountries having the largest export in absolute valus, the most 

important oustomer is the internal market} compared with looal production, 

exports are relatively small. 

Of organic ohemioals produoad in the united States, 44 per oent am 

pstrooheaiioalBi in Japan, 30 per oent; and in the European loonottio Community 

oountries, 44-5 per oent. The United States exports 13 per oant of its organi0 

ohssiioals, while Japan exports only 10 per cent. EEC exports to its mesber 

oountries 27.5 P«r cent of its total production of organic ohemioalsf I9.5 

p«r osot is exported to countries outside the Community. 
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Por EEC,   exports of organic petrochemical*, compared with production,  are 

approximately on the average level of the total "chemistry" sector}  for the 

United States and Japan, the »'chemistry- sector exports only 6 to 7 per cent 

of its production.    Within the Community, disparities are substantial.    The 

Netherlands,   for example,  exports comparatively more than the average of the 
six countries in the Community. 

The markets are reached through the distribution network of established 

firms in various countries.    The establishment of larger eoonomic communities 

maintaining efficient customs protection with respeot to outside competition 

has prompted large producers to get a firm hold on markets through subsidiaries 

produoing on the spot.   This evolution is particularly clear for American firms 

specializing in ohemioals, whose exports between i960 and I965 amounted to 

approximately 6 per oent of their production, while sales by subsidiaries in 

foreign countries increased from 6 per cent to 12 per ocnt of the value of 

this same production.    Taking this situation into acoount, large firma were 

led to change the international structure of their organisation by decentral- 

izing the power to make certain deoisions. 

Competition on the world market.    Prioes for petrochemicals are subjeot 

to oonstant competitive pressure.    International prioes for the main petro- 

chemicals show a continuous and steady fall.   The rare increases are due to 

temporary causes:    politioal, for example, a soaroity of a product consumed in 

large quantities by «1 army at war} or below oapacity production suoh a« that 
of ortho-xylene. 

To maintain competitive priqes, producers first decreased their margins, 

but the products to whioh suoh price reduction oan be applied are beooming 

increasingly soaroe.   Attention ia being direoted at present toward« the use 

of oheap raw materials ana technical solutions leading to lower production 
costs. 

The mechanisms of competition auat take into aooount major factors «tea 

as monopoly or virtual monopoly situations.   A monopoly may exist in a given 

oountry de jara or de facto with respeot to the manufacture of a product or 

a range of products.    It my be a state monopoly or a monopoly by a oompany 

benefiting fro« praotioally compiste integration of a seetor of activity for 

reasons relatad to history or to patent ownership. 

(to the international soene, aine« de ¿gge monopolies do sot exist, 

de facto monopolies have taken root.   They say result from powerful marketing 

iâm 
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networks,  or ownership by a company of the cheapest raw materials,  enabling 

it to produce at  lower cost or at a technical advantage and protecting it from 

competition.    The technical advantage is often made possible by ownership of 

key patents for a well-defined production. 

The processes for which basic patents have recently fallen into the public 

domain are still more or less protected by peripheral patents extending protec- 

tion 15 to 20 years acoording to the country.    The technical head start given 

to the holder of the process is so large that it often discourages competition. 

The royalties to be paid for the right to use processes of this type are often 

BO high that it becomes impossible to consider production,  and production is 

left to the holder of the process or to companies in its control.    Investment 

requirements are increased frequently 10 to I5 per cent as a result of royalties, 

and production has to bear an additional 2 to 3 per cent of "know-how" costs 
over a period of ten to fifteen years. 

Trade agreements and eoonomio zones.    The petroohemioals market is set 

in most oases within a network of international trade agreements regulating 

relationships between oonsumers and produoers.    The largest agreement affeoting 

80 per cent of the total volume of world trade is the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT).    It formulates general lines of behaviour by whioh 
the contracting parties agree to abidet 

(a) Application of the most-favoured-nation olause between the partissi 

(b) Elimination of any quota-fixing measures for protective purposes} 

(0)    Prinoiple of consultation between the parties! 

(d)    Establishment of a general agreement} plan of negotiations for 
lowering customs duties. 

Several eoonomio sones have been created to eliminate customs barriers 

between oountriesj of these sones, the best known aret    EEC, EPTA, the Central 

Amerio«! Common Market (CACIt) and the Counoil for Mutual Eoonomio Assistanoe 

(CHEA).   A first consequenoe of the creation of these sones was to give 

produoers an economic hinterland having market possibilities better suited to 

large-soale production.   It should be noted, however, that on the one hand, 

the sise of oreated trade eurrents favours inorassed trade within the ione and 

on the other hand, assooiation agreements that extend certain advantages to 
countries outside the sones say exist. 

'JOi«>   Sfc 
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Technical factors affeeting the petrochemioals market 

Practical possibilities for meeting the demands of an existing market in 

the last analysis depend on techniques that permit production at competitive 

priceB. The choice among processes depends on minimum economic capacities of 

production, size of the investment required, licence costs, cost of raw 

materials, utilities, manpower etc... 

Transport costs may also determine the location of the plant with respect 

to the market. Depending on transport costs, petrochemioals may he cheaper 

to produce at the centre of the market, whether or not the raw material is 

imported. When raw material is available at the production site, the increase 

in price of a product owing to transport from the plant to the market may make 

local production more economical. 

If a petroohemioal product is prepared by particularly complex manufac- 

turing prooesses, factors such as production seorets, know-how and royalties 

are of primary importance. It is very costly to be oertain that the ideal 

technology is being used. In practioe, it is most often acquired through 

experience in running production plants. 

Market factors linked to production 

An increasingly greater constraint on profit margins and production oosts 

but at the same time a healthier market situation owing to more genuine compet- 

itive possibilities may be noted. This tendenoy will probably oontinue because 

de faoto monopoly situations are being eliminated through extension of markets 

and production under the influence of new produoers. Western European 

oountries, CHEA countries and Japan are now large-scale produoers, and by 

1970 the petroohemioals industry of these countries will be in its maturity 

phase. 

Original prooesses are being developed outside the United States owing tot 

(a) The setting up of production programmes in economically favourable 
areas. Capital is being invested in other industrialised countries 
whera construction oosts are low and consumption zones ax« large. 
There it a trend to produoe near the market because it is oheaper 
to ship raw materials than finished produots. 

(b) A decrease in the hold of process owners on the product market. 
Äs dsvejlopownt of the petrooheadoal industry has increased 
considerably the range and number of prooesses and patents 
avallaci«. 

(0) Anti-trust law» In «any countries. 
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In certain cases developing countries may be assisted by anti-dumping 

measures, which help to maintain market prices. An example of this is the 

anti-dumping duty levied on United States polyethylene by the EEC countries 

in 1965. 

Large complexes are being integrated with refineries to an increasing 

extent. For maximum profit, both petroleum and ohemioal companies are using 

crude oil as thair raw material for petrochemicals. 

Combination refinery-petrochemical plants have been set up. The refinery 

supplies several feedstocks to the adjaoent petroohemical facility and uses 

the by-products of the petrochemical plant as fuel components in the manufac- 

ture of petroleum products. 

Oil companies and producers of organic chemicals use different 

approaches to achieve their objectives. Integrated complexes are developed 

tot (a) provide flexibility in the ohoioe of feedstooksj (b) provide 

flexibility in product distribution? and (o) realize the economies resulting 

from integration of the plant's components. Examples of each type of approaoh 

arej  (a) the El Paso-Rexall arrangement in the United States, the BASF-Shell 

or Bayer-BP arrangements in the Federal Republic of Germany} and (b) Monsanto, 

Dow, Allied Chemical in the United States, ICI in the United Kingdom. 

The refinery-petrochemical plant combination oan be limited to production 

of a few major petrochemicals or expanded to include more end produots by 

adding other prooess units. A good example is the Puerto Rioo Petroohemioal 

oomplex, whioh uses off-gases and naphthas from the Commonwealth Oil Refinery 

T» to produoe building blocks as aromatios and olefins, but also intermediate 

J **"* finished products as nylons, polyesters, plastic extrusions and mouldings. 

This combination may be improved in the new petroohemioal-refinery 

oonospt where the plants are designed to maximize ohemioal production and 

optimize the ratio of fuels to ohemioals. The scheme oan also be designed 

to Mkt essentially only ohemioals by extensive reoycling or addition of 

nor« processing units, but for the tira« being this doss not seem soonomio. 

In fsot, if oase studies carried out for many variations of the petroohemioal- 

rsfinsry oonospt have indicated sons desirable combinations and integrations 

of processing units for maximum return on investment, these favourable 

eoonomioe depend heavily on fey-produot marketing from large steam crackers. 
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The prioe of petrochemicals 

In the following evaluation of the salee possibilities for a product 

and of the profitability of the producing plants, the prioe referred to is 

the average prioe obtained on the world market. 

Transport costs, whioh are relatively higher when the product is shipped 

o.i.f., vary considerably with the nature and quantity of the product (see 

table 6).    For the importer,  the c.i.f. price, whioh includes possible storage 

oosts before shipping, may be inoreased in certain cases by storage costs upon 

arrival; these can be substantial (this is true of liquefied gases).    Posted 

prices, which are generally f.o.b. prioes from the factory or shipping harbour, 

are published in special periodicals. 

The actual prices obtained in international trade are rarely published, 

so that it is difficult to know what they are.    However, for large transactions 

they can be estimated if one   has a thorough knowledge of the market and 

contacts with professionals.   Foreign trade statistics of large importer or 

exporter oountries also provide valuable information on this subject,    (in 

the United States,  these are oolleoted by the United States Tariff Commission.) 

The prioes at whioh the products are available on the international 

market may be compared with the o.i.f. prioes prevailing in industrialized 

zones (see table 7)* 

Table 6 

Transport oosts of petroohemioals 

Ethylene *' 
HtUff 

Quantity         Distance 
Haans 
of Coat 

(|/t) 

Pries 
o.i.f. 
(i) 

Liquefied 
gM 

50,000             1,200 
5? ooo 

Ship 
Ship 

13 
22 

15 
25 

Arnioni»*/ Liquefied 50,000             1,200 
5|000 

Ship 
Ship 

11 
18.5 

22 
37 

Nitrogen 
fertilisera 

Solid 
(in bags) 

1,500          1,500 
10,000             6,000 

Ship 
Ship 

3.5 
6.5 

4.5 
8.5 

Chemioale^/ 

ChssAeftla^' 

Liquid 

Liquid 

40             1,000 
3,000 

20            1,000 
2,000 

Rail 

Truck 
Truck 

65-I65 
16-29 

33 
66 

i ,    Additional storage and unloading coat at    |6 to 19 par ton. 
/   In United States (1965). 

fr^uHnñrifí .lirfirnafcnn ^Aft^Mummmabtr .r^.Í¡nl%¿ñ^toiiTí.Tiiiiiifei.nfanlTa*»Ttir%fgTS,lrTr ^l«f^i#wi#fÍ8yÉ 
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Table J 

Estimated international market prices for 1968 

Produot 

Acrylonitrile 

Benzene 

Butadiene 

Caprolactara 

Cyclohexane 

Dodecylbenzene 

Ethylene 

Phthalio anhydride 

Cis-polybutadi ene 

Polyethylene (low-density) 

Polyethylene (high-density) 

Polyisoprene 

Polypropylene 

Polyetyrene 

Polyvinyl ohloride 

Propylene 

Styrene 

SM (1500) 

Toluene 

Ortho-xylene 

International market price 
(e7 Per lb or per gallon 

where indicated) 

12 - • 13 

25¿ per U.S . gallon 

9 
23 

U4 per U.S. gallon 
7.5 

3.5 
11 - 12 

18 - 19 
10 - 11 

15- 16 

19- 20 

20 

10 - IO.5 
10 - 11 

2.2 

7.5 
15- I5.5 
I9f/ per U.S. gallon 

3.5 

8.7 

Faeton affeotiag international price. 

*» prio. of the product i» affeeted by potion oo.t.f «fcio* way in 

. «pilar and eaaiijr ,**di.t.*i» m*m* (prodnetien eoa*, gangly ¿»«a*. 

**« «•»), and market jrioea, which are -uoh »or. diffioat to predion 

ftPodwtion oo.t. ara auajeot to tachaioal prodnotion faato*., ü^ro«aiit ü, 

^•aawlogy, «ae of l«N*.t »«power and maiding of plant. of m „^ 

•*»•.   Irregularity in «e production ooat rtmotnw «V to 4» to afca^a, 

"" •**Wl*1 00rtl» miam ** •**•* P*« *t raw aaterial. fliwtuata. 
H*** prioe. are au^eet to the law of «apply and de«ad and dapemd o» m 
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availability of raw materials, manpower and utilities.    Market prices are 

also affected by demand,  which can be influenced by the economic or political 

situation or the appearance of new products on the market. 

International prices may be influenced by large producers, who can either 

maintain prices at an artificially high level or cause a general decrease in 

prices.    Advance selling and supply contracts for long periods of time have a 

stabilizing influence on prices.    Generally, the more elaborate the product 
sold, the shorter the life of the contract. 

Evolution of prices 

Petrochemical prices change with time.   Except for «anomalies», caused' 

by economic or political factors, the general trend is for prices to decrease. 

This trend, which is more pronounoed than in other seo tors,  is quite charac- 
teristic of petrochemistry. 

After a product has appeared on the market,  three price phases may be 

distinguished.    When a product is introduced, its price reflects the technology 

used and research and development costs.   Then, as a result of technological 

advances, marketing improvements, distribution among various sectors and 

competition,  the price decreases.    This decrease,  which used to take six or 

seven years during the 1950s, now takes only two to four years owing to 

accelerated technological advances and established marketing networks.   In 

the third phase the price of a product decreases only very slowly and depends 

on reductions in profit margins and lowering of production costs. 

Evolution of the petroohemioal industry in developing countries 

As it is impossible to present all developments taking place in the 

petroohemioal industry in developing countries, the following examples have 

been chosen to indicate where significant industrial complexe, have come on 

stream since I964 or are under construction.   These examples illustrate the 

different ways of developing petroonesUoals - fro« the growth industries of 

Maxioo, Chile and Turkey, based on resource, of raw material and investment 

fully supplied by the public sector, to the developing industries of India, 

Brasil, Iran etc., based on joint ventures of foreign and local firs» belonging 
to the public or private sectors. 

í&)   ¡¡£í??:iWlth ^Z* Pl^U at A*°*P°t»*l<»o. Cuidad Madero, Pajaritos, Kinatitlan and Posa Rioaj ' 

«•W^ttl -¿¡s&±.i-±-Jätft--, iSHüaf 
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(b) Chile, with Snpresa Nacional de Petróleo at Concepción; 

(c) Turkey, with Petkim Petrokimya at Izmir; 

(d) India, with National Organic Chemical Industries Limited (NOCIL) 
at Bombay,  including Shell International Chemicals; 

(e) Iran, with National Petrochemical of Iran and B.P. Goodrich at 
Abadan. 

The adequate growth of the petrochemical industry in developing countries 

requires that several viewpoints be taken into consideration: 

(1) The viewpoint of the foreign company, which is presumably trying 
to determine what opportunities exist for selling the export 
production from its foreign-based plants and for establishing a 
local manufacturing operation of some type.    Foreign companies 
are interested in ensuring that their looal and foreign-exchange 
expenditures are reimbursed in the currency in which they were 
incurred,  that their investments are safeguarded,  and that 
operations yield a reasonable profit that oan be repatriated. 

(2) The viewpoint of the Government or the planning organization, 
which is faced with a shortage of foreign exchange for the country 
and consequently has to limit the amount that can be allocated to 
the petrochemical sector.    The Government needs to establish 
targets for consumption and determine the most economioal ways of 
satisfying them; it also desires to help to oréate new industrial 
units and new jobs. 

(3) The viewpoint of looal business, which is interested in promoting 
profitable projects in its own interest.   It usually has no 
independent source of foreign exchange and usually needs a 
competent foreign partner for technioal reasons, but it takes its 
profit in looal ourrency. 

Unfortunately,  if each of the above groups were to take the simplest and 

most direct means to achieve its objective, it would prevent one or both of 

the others from attaining theirs.    The only market study that is undertaken is 

oarried out by a foreign oompany at the instigation of looal business.   It 

oannot take in all three viewpoints and yet it is used by all three groups. 

It is interesting to oompare the foreign-currenoy oosts of manufacturing 

petrochemicals on a soale appropriate to developing ooontries with the foreign 

exchange oosts of imports.   To avoid confusion arising fro« joint oosts and 

accounting practices in petrochemioal production and to be able to distinguish 

oost and prioe items clearly, it is helpful to consider a single plastio such 

M Polyethylen« (high-pressure prooess) and to examine its prioe structure and 

the oost of produoing it in developing oountries, using a simplified modal 

first with regard to foreign-exchange oosts, and then to examine the total 
oosts. 
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The model  is simplified and summarized in table 8, but  it has been 

derived from a detailed study of specific cases in connexion with an industrial 

project now being implemented.    The model may be said to present the case for 

local production, since it is very difficult to conceive of a set of circum- 

tances in most  developing countries that would be as favourable as those shown. 

The size of the model was chosen to correspond to the average  demand for 

polyethylene  in many developing countries. 

The prevailing prices for polyethylene and the predicted prices for 

1974A 975 and thereafter at constant money values are shown in table 9. 

Table 10 shows the amortizable investment and other capital requirements, and 

the probable foreign-exchange component (this last is somewhat high for the 

standards of India, Pakistan or the Philippines and somewhat low for the 

others - in any event it is an order of magnitude and sufficiently acourate 

for the purposes of this paper).    It also shows a summary both in total oosts 

and in foreign-exchange costs of the three main components of a selling price: 

manufacturing cost, profits and net raw material costs.    The model was drawn 

up under a variety of favourable conditions that applied in the area for which 

it was designed.    Considering that financing was not involved,  the investment 

cost was taken as 120 per cent of Western European investment costs, whioh 

becomes a very low figure if one considers that plants in developing countries 

will probably have to be financed with credit of some type.    In this way the 

actual cost can easily reach 135 per cent of Western European actual oosts - 

without any allowance for import duties or inland construction (whioh oan 

amount to large sums, but payable in looal currency). 

MMWMM^^AtfMAM^^^MiàAìiii tfi^a^ári^^afa^M^áBBUi'aa&i^l 
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2-    THB ESTABLISHMENT OF THI PLASTICS PABRICATIOIt INDUSTRY 
IH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Summary of statement by Richard N. Kossoff 

The consultant reviewed for the group the recent progr«»« in the devel- 

opment of plaatios raw material« for traditional and novel applications and 

disoussed the potential value of several materials for use in developing 

oountries.    He reviewed particularly products that would compete, both in 

performance and in price, with oertain traditional produots in the immediate 
future. 

New plastics processing properties that have extended the range of 

applications were noted by the consultant.    Examples were polyphenylene oxide 

and poly-4-methylpentene-l, capable of resisting steam sterilization for 

surgical instruments ; polybutene-1 for film, coatings, moulded produots and 

pipes; ailklike fibres based on materials such as polyesters; clear PVC bottles} 

stereospsoifio PVC fibresj and ethylene-propylene rubbers of good ohemioal 
resistano«. 

The consultant disoussed the problems of establishing a plastica fabrication 

industry in developing oountries, inoluding the selection of plastios raw 

materials, fabrication equipment and moulds; the application of recent moulding 

techniques such as blow moulding; trade in plastios raw materials and end 

produots; researoh and development; and eduoation and training of plastios 

technologists.    Examples of these problems were illustrated by case studies 

in selected developing oountries. 

The studies on whioh the consultant baaed hi« statement have been 

published by UNIDO in the Petrochemical Industry Series, under the title 

"Btudie« in Plaatios Fabrication and Application" (Sales Wo.i    69. II.B.32), 

whioh include« the following artici««t 

"Potential plaatios application« for fabricators in developing 
oouatvice}** by J. P. Da«h and H. N. Koeeoff 

"Plaatios fabrication and raw material« intagratioa la d+v«lo»ing 
oountries" by R. N. Koseoff 

"Establishing an integrated coating« and adhesive« industry la 
developing countries" by I. Oui at 

lsslB«s«»»SBaaiaeaÉMi«iiiiiiBi mi rmiiinnin iiairtifislMËl^ ili ìlitiffir" *^-"*J*^*P<!*'^^T^ 
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3.    PETROCHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT IN BRAZIL SINCE 1964 

Summary of statement by Rinaldo Schiffino 

The new Government of Brazil that was installed in Maroh I964 introduoed 

many changes that affected the political and economic situation in the country. 

Di Border had been threading throughout the country for the two previous years, 

owing to acute inflation, lack of credit and laok of confidence.    Brazil lost 

praotioally the entire year of I964 trying to reorganize its public adminis- 

tration, and consequently very few projects progressed satisfactorily. 

The petroleum industry in Brazil is a state monopoly that covers explo- 

ration activities, refining operations, oil and gas production and inland and 

coastal transportation of crude oil and its refined produots.   Petróleo 

Brasileiro S. A. (Petrobrás) is the state corporation that handles these 
petroleum operations. 

The petroohemioal industry is not inoluded in the monopoly of Petrobrás, 

but this does not mean that Petrobrás oannot participate in the petroohemioal 

field.   Por eoonomio reasons, a refining operation or even a natural gas 

processing operation oan be extended to a further stage of processing that 

may be considered to belong to the petroohemioal seotor.    Petrobrás produces 

ammonia and nitrogen fertilizers, butadiene and synthstio rubber and is 

recovering ethylene and propylene from a refinery tail gas. 

Even before 1964t foreign private oompanies were in operation producing 

polyethylene, styrene monomer, methanol, oarbon blaok and other produots. 

Sinoe 1964, Brazil has shown great interest in promoting and facilitating the 

development of petroohemioal industries either by national or foreign oompanies. 

At present, since Petrobrás refineries have not been able with thsi* 

by-produots to fill satisfactorily the demand for raw material for the 

petroohemioal plants, private enterprises have been permitted to install 

large naphtha oraokere and to integrate themselves into the oomplex of 
industries based en suoh core plant«. 
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Authorization has been given for the establishment of a subsidiary 

company of Petrobrás to run its petroohemioal plants,  to promote new projeots 

and to participate in the petroohemioal field in association with private 

enterprises - national or foreign - even if it is in a minority position. 

Petrobrás, the holding company, is interested for the most part in 

keeping the market sufficiently supplied with locally refined products, 

including,  as far as possible, naphtha for petroohemioal s. 

Two projects based on the use of imported naphtha were approved in I966 

by the oompetent authorities of OEIQUIM, an agency of the Ministry of Industry 

and Commerce responsible for the development of the chemioal industry in 

Brazil.    The projeots have been supported by adequate incentives such as 

oredit guarantees, financing and tariff protection. 

One of the projects will produce ammonia, nitric acid and urea from 

imported naphtha.    This project is promoted by the Phillips Chemical Company 

of Oklahoma (USA) in association with a local company, Ultragaz, a large 

distributor of LPO in cylinders to houses and apartments.    The other projeot, 

promoted by ÏAiion Carbide, is based on the use of a Wulff furnace and will 

produoe ethylene and acetylene as well as benzene from imported naphtha. 

A third large project is based on the use of domestio naphtha and is 

being promoted by a group of Brazilian investors, with the participation of 

the Petrobrás subsidiary (25 per cent) and the International Pinanoe Corporation 

(10 per cent).    It will oonsist of a naphtha oracker for 185,000 tons per year 

of ethylene and a oàtalytioal reformer for 7»500 barrels per day of naphtha. 

Tae following table lists 28 petroohemioal projeot« approved by OEIQUIM 

and indioatea their location, capacity and status. 
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4.   PiraOCfflPgCAL AMD PLASTICS BBWLOWIT H IMPIA OTCB 1964 

Lovraj Kuasr 

Tas demand for synthetio orgsnio oh—loti» gre« rapidly la ths d«oaas 
1954-1964i sad doa««tie production mi particularly rapid la pharaeosutloala 

«id dyestuffa for the textil« industry.    Haoh of this produotion vu besad on 

importad intermediate«. 

Theraoplastios - polysthyl«n«, PVC and polystyrene - were first introduced 

la India in 1936/1957 as import«.   To« demand iitoreesed by 29 to 30 par oant 
during the period 1957-1964. 

The »Ait« sugar industry produoed a substsmtial surplus of farmsntation 
aloohol in the pariod 1954-1962.   Aa this sas oonaidsred a suitabls ftadatook 
for tas sanufaotura of a variety of athyl al co ho l/t thy lane-baaed preduots, 

relatively low-oapeoity plaata «srs aat up to sanufaotura aostio sold, aoetio 
anhydride, butyl aloohol, butyl sostata, polyethylene aad styrana, and 
polystyrene in quantities required at that tlae by the Indian market.   With 

the ereotion of ooal oarboaisatioa pleats - largai? attached to steel planta - 
suhetsatial quantities of beasene, tolasas and naphthalene beosae available| 
tail «nablad tha industry to produca the inter ss diatee for dye« tuff a, plastic« 
aad pharaaoautioal industries.   The quantity of surplus aloohol was ••tiaetad 

to be sttffioient for tas production of about 24,000 toas per year of butadiene, 

aad a plant with a oapaoity of 30,000 tons par year («tyr«n«-butadi«n« rubber) 
nas erected to use this surplus of athyl aloohol.   Looally produoed rubber 
began to repisos iaports of rubber,   asaafaotare of If© «as «stablished on 
the basas of aaloiua oarbids. 

iaarssse ia the prodnotioa of 

sasaioals «ad to tas feundation 
Tai« is tura aooelerated 

i trlSjftt |a view 

Por tas first ti*» 

It 

•  '    ,*TrfMjil    • "ihll'lil ifllijSw^ -:^.*-Í'***t*a*x<**í*¿^Jti-l*U^^ •Ml ^^•.^^¿.^ife^fc.^a 
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evident that the small size of domestic plants led to high production oosts 

(and consequently high prices) even though certain raw materials were relatively 

cheap and world prices of such chemical a had begun to decline.    In spite of 

high prices,  the demand continued to increase so rapidly that it overtook 

doraestio production, and Indian consumers clearly showed that they were 

prepared to switch from traditional materials to synthetic organic cheaicals. 

These factors became more urgent after the constraints on imports of raw 

materials beoame more severe in I959.    It became evident that conventional raw 

materials for the ohemioal industry - calcium carbide, fermentation alcohol and 

coal carbonization by-products - would no longer be sufficient or appropriate 

to meet the rapidly growing demand for synthetic organio chemicals.    Economies 

of scale and the availability of suitable hydrocarbons from oil refineries 

(first established in 1954 and 1955) also mad« it expedient to manufacture 

petrochemicals.   It was real i «ed that this would require substantial capital 

investment, with a large foreign-exchange component, sophisticated technology 

and skilled manpower.   Export studies were therefore commissioned. 

The basic feature of the programe adopted between I962 and I964 was to 

develop petrochemical manufacture in order to enable plants to switoh from 

high-cost raw materials to relatively lower-oost petroohemical feedstooks. 

Suoh plants were then to be expanded to take advantage of economies of scale 

and to diversify production} this would make possible the manufacture of 

import-substitutes for a wide variety of basic organic chemicals.    Thus, in 

stages, the entire structure of the organic ohemioal industry was programmed 

for change. 

During the past four years« India has established a production oapaoity 

of 75,000 tons per year of petrochemical • thy lane, 55 f 000 tons per year of 

petroohemical benzene| and plant« for the manufactura of low-pressure 

polyethylene, ethylene oxide, FfC, plaatioisin« alcohols, aoetone and rtegjvad 

chemical«, petroohemioal but adi «a«, eumene, phenol, bansene «to.   Plant« have 

switohed fro« hign-oost raw materials to ohescsr p«rtrooha«ioal feedstocks. 

During the next five years, ths production ospsoitr of «tnylene is 

to inorease to 225,000 ton« par ysar, petrotstsdoal bsnssn« to 100,000 
VAÉKSft- ^Hmsssflfe       - flms^^mss¥fes«âW&j€_sB3    Sj*SBaft9jaA#^ms^mss«1«^SBMm\l    #ns«>A^mslSBé^4-^a«H>   «SSé9 JffEsv   y***Eslnsr      p*^«f*iP^H|ft   JP»F*i«^^pWssWW«s«s>   J^PVBV^MMPVB 9S 

alpha olefin« «HI be estahHshsd. 

U.„.,„i«^Jto.á<^3^¿A¿SaLute„  ,.,^.„ ..,. .:..„-^^iifif^¿aJÍftfr^^i^¿¿'-aa^^*^ 
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Thermoplast JOB (low- and high-pressure polyethylene. PVC and polystyrène) 

Production capacity increased from 19,000 tons in I963 to 110,000 tons 

at the end of 19685 for 1973, the expected oapaoity is 230,000 tons.    In 

addition to increased capacity and larger units for these three major 

thermoplastics, there will also be significant production of polypropylene, 

copolymers and polyethylene, PVC and styrene, methyl methacrylate, nylon, 

vinyl and acrylic dispersions, latices, urethanes, silicones and probably 

certain quantities of newer plastics.    In spite of the steady increase in 

production, current imports of thermoplastics are valued at $20 million. 

gynthetio fibre intermediates and fibres 

India is a large fibre consumer, and current consumption requires the 

import of |150 million worth of ootton, wool, synthetic fibres and fibre 

intermediates.   Consumers have shown preference for mixed fabrica and 

synthetic fibres such a« polyester, nylon, aorylio and PVA fibre, also 

polypropylene.   These fibres sell at almost five to ten times the prioe 

prevailing in developed countries.   The manufacture of polyester and nylon, 

based on imported intermediates, has grown from about 4,000 tons per year iii 

I966 to 14•000 tons in I968.   A major area of development in the next five 

years will be the manufacture of these synthetic fibres and fibre interme- 

diates.   Qy 1973, India plans to produce 100,000 tons per year of these 

synthetic fibres and the related quantities of intermediates« 

Synthetio rubber 

The demand for all types of rubber has increased at the average annual 

rate of 15 per cent oosqwunded over the laet five years,    mud-uae étudiée, 

taking into aooovnt substitution of plastica for rubber in «uoh application« 

a* osMee, wire and footwear, indioate that India will face a defioit of over 

50,000 tons of rubber in 1973.   In planning the manufacture of suitable 

synthîitio rubber to oover the deficit, Indie has taken into aooount that 

several neighbour« are large produoer« of natural rubber and it ia of mutual 

uiwSYwf *o lnoreeee ìnvre ragionai xreae.    ine msnureoxure ox «ynxnexio 

rubber nuet be viable, end the product muet be sold at a reasonable prioe. 

First priority, therefore, has been directed towards improving the viability 

—-«~**.- r-i fit timf3***- - •—  ^r^ tifttY-ir"'* *¿aa"ttfifrfifli iTtf rirr 1 li TU ir n »"•*—'>— —'—• -**1- — -»  IìIIH IéMT I.   —- ^—- —** -* —-1     n 1 ir   &?x -f rft ir --TT ftimn 
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of the existing SBR plant, whioh has been plagued by raw material shortages 

and high production costs.    Although India has tentative plans to cover the 
deficit of over 50,000 tons by further production to the extent of about 
30,000 tons, several aspects of the problem are being studied before final 

decisions are taken. 

grathetio detergents 

Increasing rural prosperity, urbanisation and oonsuaer behaviour have 

led to a rapid inorease in the demand for vegetable oils for soaps and fats. 
Because the demand has outstripped the dornest io supply, the pressure on 
domestic prioes has been severe, and $21 Million worth of vegetable oils and 
tallow has been imported in the last twelve months.    India has three synthetic 
detergent plants importing dodeoyl bensene.    Production has increased from 

barely 10,000 tons per year in 1966 to over 30,000 tons in 1966, and the rate 
of growth is increasing.    On« manufacturer has introduced a composite bar 
soap for laundry use that sells exceedingly well.    Demand for synthetio 
detergents is expeoted to inorease to 100,000 or 120,000 tons per year by 

1973. 

India has an exoellent aouroe of slack wax at one of the refineries. 
Paraffin wax for coatings «ad other uses is beine produoed at another refinery, 
and until recently the country was a significant exporter of wax.   The demand 

for paraffin wax has now outstripped production, but purification facilities 
arc being expanded and new facilities ave being installed,   slack wax is 
programmed for use in the ssanufeoture of about 26,000 toss per year of dodeoyl 
bensene, whioh will be about 90 per oent biodegradable - an important factor 

in the) increasing oonsumption of synthetio detergents in the large hinterland 

of India.   The other alpha olefins that will beooae available «ill be suitable 
for the) manufacture of pi astio i ting alcohols for the PTC-oompounding industry. 

e in 

Produotion of a wide variety of pstroohesdoal Utermediates has given 

impetus to the synthetic orftaio as—1 ail industry» «Mat at 
UjSmmummse>SjP(Bm*eW/    samase mm¡sm»sn>   ssesc    eBjpebjgsms  sBjsmsks>sssmm(S>        ^mmm>   ms^BBBsmsmmmmf wess^s?ea^Bemp   smmevmsi 

of djeetuffs, pharnaoemtioeas and  pesticide«, ——fi. detailed étudies 
ooMpjtOted and prog^rsassss) worked out foe* timi mmsUuvO/turS 0* 
on intermediates available frai tutioomssilnsl passito. 

.-^¿»s.w- ^.^yjk^. *-.,. - » -.-..-. •-      -      -.- - S "''-•*-^'^fa^tìÉ'^^ 
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No manufacturing programme can be meaningful without supporting research 

and development,  technical services, personnel training and other infrastruc- 

ture facilities.    These broad subjects cannot be given adequate consideration 

in this brief discussion.    Five major chemical technological laboratories have 

been working in the field of organic intermediates.    These laboratories have 

done notable work in assisting the synthetic organic chemical industry to solve 

its technological problems.    They have developed several processes that are 

being exploited commercially.    These research activities are being closely 

aligned to the programmes of the petrochemical and synthetic organic chemical 

industry that have been drawn up for a perspective of ten years. 

Manufacturing on a fairly large scale, a reoent development, has accel- 

erated the provision of technical services by manufacturers and marketers. 

With the assistance of the United Nations, an institute has just been set up 

to train mould and die makers for the plastios industry.    Training oourses in 

this institute will start early in I970.    The Indian Institute of Petroleum 

runs extended oourses for orientation in petroohemioal technology, and other 

institutes of technology and oertain universities have special oourses in 

specific areas of petroohemioal technology. 

One of the most enoouraging developments in India in the last five years 

is the rapid growth of engineering design and construction organizations.    This 

has greatly helped to improve the evaluation of technology, oost estimation, 

design and procurement of domestic equipment.   As a result, the foreign-exchange 

component of projects has been sharply reduoed and will undoubtedly oontinue to 

be reduoed so that at least one of the severe constraints to rapid development 

will become far less severe. 

^-ä^~~^^&.~^-^~M^^ ,jh¿¿^,*t^*uíx*£aí**iiiai&*&* satt fcA^fffiafcj^ait.jam- 
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5.   PimoPMgrr OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY IN SOUTH EAST ASíA 
wirrt ftatafflift HBÉBWI *$TffîMÏÏ  

Summary of statement by Ahmad Shah Nawaz 

The author, who served as a member of a recent survey mission on behalf 
of the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (BCAFE), gave a general 
review of the plastics industry of nine countries in South East Asia, namely 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, the Republie of 
Korea, Singapore and Thailand. 

The figures for consumption of plastics in these nine countries are 
listed below: 

Yearly thermoplastic 
CHIP per oapita 

105 

consumption per capita 

India 133 
Indonesia n. a. 128 
Iran 2T0 1,208 
Malaysia m 1,114 
Pakistan (last) 84 89 

(Meet) im 230 
Philippines m 620 
Republic of Korea 146 1,178 
Singapore «03 6,288 
Thailand 190 974 

a.a. * information not available. 

It aspeare that the consumption of plaetios inoreaaeo with tisi 
national product (OsTP) in eaoh country.   The tros growth rat«, however, 

appears to be fatter then the promotion for eleetioe eeaatwsmtloa ffeflffff,   -  • 
<*?lfê *W oowmte,,*** Indie,,t^ ;i ^ • ! 

,   V   •ÌP-:   ff'ij?;    :;;r:    !'. i    **{-0V ;     d'.-.ia   f-ilM    til     *«'»«4 O.' 'A «>'   SM-Í l*H ir{ 

•S->*L< W&¿¡J&:+ &tóaáaJEi: r,í^i.a?^.^^^¿i^ikJéiM^sS^^ast^M¡: 
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Plastics are substituted for traditional materials and new applications are 

introduced increasingly rapidly as plastics raw materials, equipment and 

skills become more available. 

In some countries the development of the plastics industry is  impeded by 

the high prices asked for manufactured products.    Por example,  when high- 

density polyethylene rose to 60-700 per kilogram in India and East Pakistan, 

the price of a plastic bucket in India was three times that of the same 

bucket in Singapore. 

In spite of difficulties, the production and application of plaatios are 

increasing rapidly in South East Asia.    The present status of the production 

of polymer in some countries under survey is summarized below. 

India 

The demand for plastics it expeottd to rise sharply in the imaediate 

futurs.*' 

l£an 

A plant is under construction to produce 24*000 tons per year of PVC and 

10,000 tona por year of dodecyl bensene based on refinery gates to yield 

ethylene and propylene.    The plant is scheduled to operate by 1969 and is 

located in the vicinity of the Abadan refinery. 

The huge reserve of associated gases, about 675 oubio feet per barrel, 

that had to be flared in the past is now beine piped to the USSR; however, 

500,000 tona per year of ethane are available for conversion into ethylene. 

Aseuaing the prioe of ethylene to be 1.5 to 2,0« per pound and storage and 

transport oottt 2.5 to 3.Of per pound, Hit cost of ethylene delivered in the 

South last region it about 4*0 to 4.50 par pound.   This prioe oould be 

attractive to toas of tne oountries in the ragion that are planning to estab- 

lish polymer manufacture based on either a 60,000-ton oraoker or iaported 

ethylene.   The advantages of using imported ethylene tret    (a) no hy-produot 

problems suoli at disposal of propylene sad otner ohemioals» and (b) the 

I/ fw a detailed toisjhm* «f this subject, m— I>, Kerne*, ^*r*«lw»ioal end 
platt ios developnent in India sinoe 1964" ia this publication. 

â^ttdiiÉM HHñiNm 
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production plante for PVC and polyethylene can be on a relatively small scale. 

Aromatios based on the Cg and C_ fractions, caprolactam and dimethyl tereph- 

thalate (DIPT) are other products being planned. 

Iran has the advantage of having little or no foreign-exchange problems, 

and highly trained teohnical and managerial personnel is available. 

Pakistan 

In 1964, there were only two snail plants on stream and two oraokers, one 

in Bast Pakistan and the other in West Pakistan.    Of the two snail plants, one 

produced polyethylene based on axoohol and the other PVC based on carbide, 

fortunately, the two plants were situated not far fron the site of the crackers 

so that the switch from non-petroleum-based raw materials to petroleum was 

fairly simple.    Since the high tariff on plastics was lowered the consumption 

of plastics has doubled. 

Although apparently uneconomical at present, a 65»COO-tons-por-year 

oraoker is being planned to produce nearly 20,000 tons of ethylene on the 

assumption that full-capacity production will be possible in a few years. 

With tariff protection, this operation becomes feasible in terms of a five- 

year payout period. 

Polyethylene production enables polyethylene bags to be substituted for 

jute bags, and thus jute can be exported. 

There is no surplus of naphtha in East Pakistan.   A consultant study 

reoomnended the establishment of PVC and vinyl alcohol plants based on acety- 

lene.    A market survey on the consumption pattern is now under way.   An 

opération for obtaining methanol from natural gas is being studied. 

Iran, Pakistan and Turkey are planning to co-operate in the production of 

synthetio fibres.    Pakistan will produoe poly aery Ionitrile and polyester 

fibrss initially based on imported intermediates.    Iran will produce DUT ana 

aorylonitrile. 

Aotlem In •SìA* tafean to onstiaa* moms of the polymer •tanto nore ^wwsj^si   npnw   ^sjnwsssBsn|    nv^nsBjasMHi T-TBJBP * ^sswewsssniw^ ,-sppw3mww    w^     w^w   er    ^m^^^^w   _JB/^^^^^^^    •"•» 

ieally.   M nemssHtt 4&as* asm three or foia* nsrhlds based montrions n! 

mi'.irf lij-'.iémttûp irf é&ïêt. g»»T Va» "**•! Tar Kb-m-tnî  i~      --^v^f,  ^í*; ^ 
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and two vinyl chloride plants; vinyl chloride is also imported from Japan. 

There is a big demand for polyacrylonitrile (25,000 tons per year). The 

polymer is converted into finished products, such as sweaters, for export. 

A  65,000-ton cracker to produce ethylene and an equal amount of propylene 

is being planned. The plant will alsc produce butadiene and aromatics as well 

as caprolactam. Under an agreement between the Republic of Korea and China 

(Taiwan), the Republic of Korea supplies China with caprolactam and in return, 

China (Taiwan) supplies the Republic of Korea with BMT. 

Thailand 

The consumption of plastics in Thailand has increased sharply, and as 

much as 18,000 tons of polyethylene are being consumed.    To enjoy the advan- 

tages of economies of scale, a cracker operation carried out jointly by some 

countries appears desirable.    A 65,000-ton cracker could be built jointly by 

Indonesia,  the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand to produce ethylene and 

detergents, butadiene and aromatics.    BCAPB is studying the relative advantage 

of using a cracker as against importing ethylene from Iran. 

i   y 

,-t    *; -z.  *~i „ * T      *,£-"•£ j\?ife, ^¿s     ~ -^% 
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6.    RBCEWr DEVELOnoaiTS IW PETROCHEMICAL AMD PLASTICS TBCHIfPLOQY IW THE USSR 

Alexe i O. Litvinenko 

The supply of cheap and readily available hydrocarbon raw materiale of 

petroleum origin, the practically unlimited demand for various types of 

chemical products,  and the high level of national sciontific and technical 

achievement have been responsible for the Soviet Union's great successes in 

the important branch of the national economy represented by petrochemicals and 

have won for the Soviet Union second place in the world,  after the United 

States, in volume of manufacture of chemical products from petroleum. 

The achievements of the Soviet Union in developing the petrochemioal 

industry and its experience in assisting other countries to develop suoh an 

industry (Bulgaria, Ethiopia, India, Poland, Turkey «to.) can be of benefit 

to countries that have not yet established this industry.    The Soviet Union is 

prepared to send experts to developing countries and to help in working out 

the complex problems involved in establishing a petrochemioal industry. 

Development of the raw material base and the production capacity 
of the peti ----- 'IPCnWg.iV ki»'üljl9?TBJ- 

At present, natural gas is processed in many chemical plants in the 

Soviet Union.    Ovar 50 par cent of the entire output of ammonia, urea and 

methanol is produced from natural gam.   The consumption of petroleum hydro- 

carbon gases for ohamical processing over the period 1958-1970 is shown by tfee 

following figures! 

tm 
%m 

v 1965 
1970 (planned) 

In 15*5, 3.7 Mlìion cubic «stïw rf natwal g«i (2.9 
— yfjlry.iA-rlli^-*'-^fc ilJi' ^jt If.aj'-.:—-*; #-i** jjfajJKrtfi amnure proauDTiOB or maon gms7 MBT IN« roar OMVVOeo, 

100.0 « " 

270.0 
*", _  - **f 

480.0 

900.0 . :      . 

Mit aV* »hip*11 *p 

wall, in WJ, 
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it ia planned to use 10.3 billion cubic metres of natural gas (4.4 per cent of 

the total production of such gas) as chemical raw material.    This amount will 

be 2.8 times more than in I965.    The main purpose for which natural gas will 

be used in the future, as at present, will be the production of ammonia and 

methanol, while the main processing method will be conversion to give hydrogen 

and synthesis gas. 

Ammonia produced from natural gas is one half the price of ammonia 

produced from coke and coal,  and the specific capital investment required for 

its production by this method is 20 per cent lower. 

The cost of methanol produced from natural gas is 60 per cent lower than 

that of methanol produoed by the gasification of coal, and the specific capital 

investment for its production is 25 to 30 per cent lower.    Acetylene produoed 

by the thermo-oxidative pyrolysis of natural gas at the place where it is 

extracted from the ground is approximately 40 per cent cheaper than acetylene 

produced from carbide, and the specific capital investment for its production 

is 25 per cent lower.    The main raw material for the production of acetylene 

is natural gas and, to a small extent, benzene; methanol and ammonia are 

produoed primarily from natural gas, and synthetic alcohol is produced from 

gasea arising in the processing of petroleum, other by-product gases etc 

The petrochemical industry is the main consumer of the liquefied gases 

produced in the processing of petroleum by-product gases and the stabilisation 

of petroleum.    The total commercial production of liquefied gases in 1965 was 

almost 2.8 million tons - tan tima« more than in 1958.    In the next few years, 

a further considerable increase in the production of liquefied petroleum gases 

and gaseous benaene is planned in order to satisfy the requirements of the 

petrochemical industry and other branches of the national economy.    In 1970, 

the production of liquefied gas will be three time« higher than the 1965 level, 

most of the output of hydrocarbon raw materials comes from the petroleum 

refining industry, which produoed about 60 par cent of the total oat put of 

liquefied gases in 1967.    Oil refineries used to produce only one type of 

liquefied gas,  tie but ane-butylene fraction, but now they produce a wide range 

of the Cy-C, hydrocarbons needed by the petrochemical industry. 

Oil refineries also supply the petrochemical industry with methane- 

hydrogen fractions for the production of ammonia, methanol and acetylene | 

ethane fractions and propanm for tao production of ethylene and propylene! 

esmmm^mmjst^p    masews*    a^^mwa) vmsauns   v *^^a     m^smma*    ¡flse* ^^^ewimmp..mr<e> ^^mm    ^^w     ^Ä^m. w 4^Hamj.4P   mmmjjemm   w^amj^^^mflar ^miee^p* m  ^ m^^^mw m* ^^^sr    m^^^^wipsm^m^^^ ^ 
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fractions for the production of bensene, toluol and xylols} paraffins for the 

production of albumins of fatty acids and aloohols; and hydrogen sulphide for 
the production of sulphuric acid and sulphur. 

The main raw materials for the production of practically all synthetic 
materials are olefin, aromatic and higher paraffin hydrocarbons. 

The production of ethylene and propylene is growing at a particularly 
rapid rate.    The inoreaae in the consumption of ethylene and propylene is 
shown below based on '100' in 1958. 

1958 100.0 100.0 
1962 207.2 200.0 

1963 279.0 261.7 

1964 365.4 333.4 

1965 390.3 416.7 

The percentage breakdown of the production of ethylene from various raw 

materials in 1965 il ss followsS 

Ethylene produced by pyrolysis of hydrocarbon raw material - 96.76 par 
cant; 

Ethylene from the coal tar chemical industry - 1.92 per oentj 
Ethylene produoed by the breakdown of ethyl aloohol -1.32 per cent. 

Ethylene, propylene end other monomers ara the basis for the production 
of the moat widely usad types of plasties (polyethylene, polypropylene, copoly- 
mers of ethylene and propylene, polystyrene and copolymers of styrene etc) 
and the most promising types of synthetio rubber and latex (polyisoprene, 
polybutadiene, butyl rubber etc.) 

Extensive production oapnoity for the output of polyethylene has bean 

established in Soviet oil refineries and petroohamioal planta.   Capacity haa 
alao baan installed far ths prodmotion of polymroajrlaaa, another iaportant 
plastic material baaed on low aolaoalar wsigat olefins that ssffistM poly» 

•thylene la a nasser of properties.   The proonotion of styrol has 
axtsasivsly and the outpat of this proonot has teen oonsiderably 

tha last 

It is flannel is the next y ear or two to bagin anantity prtssotion of 
^^S^S^^h* _Sm^^^^Mw   S^A^ssW   aA^g^gfcA^Ha^^âes^saSfeiS^ntasa- i^HflssssaSsBS*   earns) 
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Isopropyl alcohol, which is taking the place of ethyl alcohol to an 

increasing extent in the paint industry and other fields,  is now produced in 

quantity from propylene,  phenol and acetone.    The financial saving from the 

use of iaopropyl alcohol instead of ethyl alcohol amounts to 250,000 to 

300,000 roubles per thousand tons of alcohol.    A more sophisticated method 

for the production of isopropyl alcohol by the direct hydration of propylene 

is being worked out.    The production of acrylonitrile and butyl alcohols is 

also being developed. 

In the last few years,  processes for the production of oxygen-containing 

compounds from hydrocarbon olefins (alcohols,  aldehydes and acids) have 

assumed considerable importance.    It has become possible to manufacture these 

products thanks to the development of processes for oxosynthesis and alumino- 

organic synthesis, and also methods for the direct oxidation of ethylene to 

acetaldehyde, with subsequent condensation of the latter into butyraldehyde 

and 2-ethylhexanol. 

Large-capacity plants have been set up in the USSR for the production of 

butyl and higher alcohols by the oxosynthesis method.    This has made it pos- 

sible to abandon the use of edible raw materials in the production of butyl 

alcohols.    Plants now producing these materials permit an annual saving of 

about 200,000 tons of edible raw materials to be made, and alcohols produced 

by oxosynthesiB are in no way inferior in quality to those produced from 

edible ran materials.    The higher alcohols can be used successfully as flota- 

tion agents in the enrichment of non-ferrous metallic ores, and after suitable 

purification they can also be used as a plastifying component for PVC resins. 

Great progress has been made in the development of the production of 

aromatic hydrocarbons, which are one of the first chemical products to be 

obtained from hydrocarbon raw material.   The coal-tar chemicals industry now 

plays a drastically reduced rol« in the production of aromatic hydrooarbons, 

and toluol and xylols are now produced mainly from petroleum raw materiali 

Percentage of aronatio hydrooarlxms 
•frrfllllfft ÈMÊ 1P*flfÊÈ fût Htffflâs, 

Product IUI !2g 1970 

Bensene 1.0 9.0 36.8 

Tolwol 4M tó.l 76.5 

WQU 74*2 .IM.>» $&*& 
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Benzene is of the greatest  importance in the manufacture of synthetic 

products from the lower aromatic hydrocarbon8.     Among the products manufac- 

tured from benzene are i so propyl benzene and phenol,  ethylbenzene and rtyrene, 

caprolactam,  chlorbenzene,  nitrobenzene, dodecyl benzene and other materials 

produced from these compounds,  such as synthetic resins,  plastics,  fibres, 

rubber, wetting agents and dyes.    By 1970,  the petrochemical  industry will 

supply about half the total national production of benzene, which is the basic 

raw material for the production of caprolactaa used in tho manufacture of 

synthetic fibres. 

In the near future, toluol may be used in the production of phenol, 

divinyltoluol  (to replace styrsne in the production of plastios), oaprolactam 

and DKT.    In addition, toluol may be widely used in demethylization processes 

for the production of benzene and hence in the production of a whole range of 

products manufactured from benzene.    Toluol can now be considered a replacement 

for benzene in the synthesis of basic organic intermediate materials or an 

additional source of raw material for the production of benzene itself. 

Xylols have been used in the manufacture of synthetic materials for 

only a relatively short time.    Por a long time, they were used only as solvents. 

Para-xylol is of great importance, as it is now used in the production of the 

fibre "Lavsan". 

The petrochemical industry will be mainly responsible for a further 

extensive reduction in the use of vegetable oil in the production of paints 

and varnishes. 

Petroleum paraffins have assumed great importance in the manufacture 

of many petrochemical products in the last few years.    They serve as the raw 

material for the production of synthetic fatty acids and higher fatty alcohols 

by the direct oxidation method. 

The sharp increase in demand for wetting agents and surface-active 

products and the need for the greatest possible reduction in the use of natural 

fats for technical purposes have been important factors in the development of a 

new branch of the petrochemical industry:    the manufacture of synthetic fat 

substitutes and of surface-active agents and watting agents based on man 

substitutes. 

The use of synthttio fat substitutes in industry made it powvisle *%«* 

fût period 1964-1967 to free for their sore norm*! and proper «a» a* foodstuffs 
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over 800,000 tons of edible products of vegetable and animal origin.    Further- 

more,  synthetic fatty acids can be produced more cheaply ir terms of labour 

and operating costs than acids made from natural fats. 

Cost per ton of 
acid (per cent) 

Labour costs for 
production of one 
ton of acid (per cent) 

Acids from 
natural 

fats 

100.0 

100.0 

Synthetic fatty 
acids from 

solid paraffins 

50.7 

15.5 

Synthetic fatty 
acids from 

liquid paraffins 

89.3 

20.0 

Synthetic fatty acids and products manufactured fron then are widely used 

in industry and agriculture, in daily life and in medicine.    In the production 

of toilet soaps and commercial soaps, these synthetic fatty acids replace 

edible fats and imported coconut oil, while in the petroleum industry they are 

used in the manufacture of high-quality lubricants.    Synthetic fatty acids are 

now widely used in the production of softeners and plasticizers for the leather 

industry and the plastics industry.    The residual high-molecular-weight acids 

are used in the manufacture of finishing materials for the construction industry 

and high-quality bitumen. 

In the last few years, a large-scale industry for the production of 

primary higher fatty alcohols by the hydrogénation of synthetic fatty acids 

has been built up.   These alcohols in turn have beoome widely used in many 

branches of the national economy:    in the production of plasticisers, in the 

flotation processing of non-ferrous metallic ores and in light industry. 

Urge production capacity has been established in oil refineries and 

petrochemical plants for the production of synthetic wetting agents in powdered 

end liquid form. 

To satisfy even the basic requirements of the economy of the country, the 

output of petrochemical products in 1970 «411 have to be S to 2.5 times greater 

than the 1965 level, with the output of individual products Deine increased by 

the following faotors:   methanol «ad ethyl alcohol - ever l,3f    butyl aloohols - 

3.6|   phenol - 1.7f   ammonia - 1.6j   carbamide - 3-5l   «4 sulphurio acid - 3.3. 

To ensure the further rapid growth of the manufacture of synthetio produots, it 

is planned to increase the output of ethylene and acetylene not less than 2.5 
times by 1971. 

illlMliate mÊàm 
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At present, tht main type« of raw material for the production of monomers 

for use in the manufacture of synthetic rubber are: 

(a) Petroleum hydrocarbon raw material:   ¿-butane,   isobutane, pyrolysed 
butylene-butadiene fractions,  pent an e etc| 

(b) Synthetic ethyl alcohol; 

(o) Rydrolyzed ethyl alcohol; 

(d) Acetylene produced either from calciai oarbide or by pyrolysis of 
natural gas (methane). 

The use of petroleum raw material for the production of synthetic rubber 

on an industrial scale is now developing very extensively in the following 
directions» 

(a) The production of butadiene from ethyl alcohol synthesised from 
ethylene by the sulphuric acid prooess or by direct hydration; 

(b) The production of butadiene from butane by two-stage oatalytic 
dehydrogenase« over a powdered catalyst in a fluidised bed; 

(o) The production of isobutylene by the oatalytic dehydrogenation of 
isobutane; 

(d) The extraction of isobutylene from the C. fraction of cracking gases 
and the pyrolysis of petroleum with sulphuric acid; 

(•) The production of styren« by ths dehydrogenation of ethylbenaene; 

(f) The production of isoprene from isobutylene and formaldehyde by the 
two-stage method; 

(f) The production of isoprene by the dehydrogenation of isopentane; 

(a) The production of butadiene from pyrolysed butylene-butadiene and 
oraoking butane-butyl ene fraction«. 

The use of petroleum raw material in the production of synthetic rubber« 

has great economic advantages.    The cost of on« ton of ethyl alcohol produced 

from petroleum is three time« lea« than the oost of on« ton of ethyl alcohol 

obtained from edible raw materials.    Sine« 19671 th« «ynthetio rubber industry 

has used practically nothing but petroleum hydrocarbon« as raw material. 

Th« transition to th« massive «a« ©f hydrooarbon raw material «111 panât« 

the expenaio» of the raw material barn« far th« production of «ynthetio mat«. 

rial«, plastica, mjrathetio rubber« and fibre« and «411 groatly b«»m tèa 

•oonomy of the ooumtry. 

- .     "    "i   Í 

At th« prt««nt «tage of »ei«»« «m* téofeoloa^ ttat Mutton of aaay 
technics problems i. Upôa.ibl« without tha w**. of plmttio ^ 
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materials.    The production of plastics in the USSR has increased rapidly. 

Whereas about 300,000 tons of plastics of all kinds were produced in I960, 

950,000 tons were produced in 1965t  «id about 1.2 million tons in 1967?  in 

1970, the production of plastics and synthetic resins will reach "between 2.1 

and 2.3 million tons, or 2.7 times the quantity produced in 1965« 

Besides this increase in the volume of production, there has also been a 

steady change in the types of plastics produced and the relative output of the 

various types.    The share accounted for by plastics produced by polymerization 

in I960 was only 18 per cent, while in 1965 it was 30 per cent. 

The production of the various types of plastics in 1970 will be inoreased 

over the I965 produotion by the following faotors:    polyolefins, 5.5?    FVC, 

3.0?   phenol-formaldehyde resins, 1.4?    phenol-formaldehyde moulding powders, 

1.6?    amino resins, 2.3?   moulding powders based on amino resins, 1.3?    poly- 

ester resins for glass-like plastics, 3.8;    polystyrene and its copolymers, 

4*1?    ion-exchange resins, 2.1. 

In the Soviet Union, some 35 to 40 per oent of the plastics and synthetic 

resins produced are used by the engineering industries.    Plastic materials are 

used not only as substitutes for metal, wood,  glass and leather but also in 

steadily increasing quantities as independent, non-substitute materials.    The 

use of plastics and synthetic resins in this way will result in a significant 

rise in productivity, a sharp decrease in operating costs and a substantial 

saving in capital investment.    The production of plastics requires from one 

half to one third of the capital investment required for the production of 

non-ferrous metals.    The cost of producing one ton of plastios is from one half 

to one third of the oost of producing one ton of non-ferrous metal, and in 

terms of one cubic metre the cost is less than on« tenth. 

ïn I97O, the consumption of plastics in engineering will be about three 

to four time* the 1965 level.    Moreover, as a result of the replacement of 

metal« by plastics, more than one million tons of valuable types of steel and 

over 600,000 tons of soarce non-ferrous metals will be released? the saving 

in direct labour costs will be mere than two hundred million man-hours, and 

the saving on production costs will be over 170 million roubles. 

Of all the engineering industries, the largest consumer of polymer i e ed 

materials, particularly plastios and synthetic resins, in the current five- 

year period and in the next period will oontinue to be the electrical engineer- 

ing industry.    For example, every ton of epoxy resins used in the production 

-••--•'-" —- —>-~-~--.—.... _.J_-      - -   —..,.,„„, 1—„..„^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^¿^^¡„^¡^a^ji^á 
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of transformers will save about 1.5 tons of copper and 9 tons of rolled ferrous 

metal.  Polymerized materials are already being widely used as electrical 

insulation materials and construction materials. 

Plastics are being used increasingly in the manufacture of chemical equip- 

ment such as vessels and pipelines, valves, filters, pumps and sealing compo- 

nents, which must be resistant to corrosive liquids. The replacement of the 

lead lining of chemical apparatus by plastics will permit a saving of three 

to five tons of lead for every ton of plastics. 

It is hardly possible to imagine the further development of the cable 

industry without polymerized materials, mainly PVC and polyethylene. One ton 

of these polymers takes the place of two to five tons of lead, while one ton 

of lavsan takes the place of about three tons of cotton yarn and natural silk. 

Over the period 1959-19651 the amount of lead used per ton of eleotrioal 

cable produced fell on the average by 27 per cent; the amount of cotton yarn 

used fell by over 40 per cent; whereas the amount of PVC used increased almost 

twice and the amount of polyethylene used increased ten times. 

Soviet production of resins produced by polycondensation and of plastios 

based on them is increasing constantly, and new types of such resins and 

plastios are being developed. Thus: 

(a) More than 200 different types of phenol-formaldehyde resins and 
moulding materials based on them are being produced. 

(b) A great deal of work is being done on the replacement of the batch 
process for the production of urea-formaldehyde resin by continuous 
production processes, and on the development of a new method for 
the continuous synthesis of amino resins by means of high- 
temperature polycondensation and the subsequent concentration of 
the produot. 

(o) Polyester resins are being produced industrially on a large soale 
for general use, for uses requiring high heat-resistance, high 
elasticity and speoific impact strength, and for uses requiring 
high water- and aoid-resistanoe. 

(d) In 19671 more then fifteen types of epoxy resins and more than ten 
types of oompound based on them were produced, and new methods wefe 
developed for the epoxidation of unsaturated compounds, «lille new 
techniques were alio developed for the continuous production of 
severe! types of epoxy reeine. 

(e) Aaonf the polyamides produoed »y industry, UM oemmeneat armi 
nylon 6, produoed from oaprolaotam; nylon 6,6, produced from hexe- 
methylenediamine and adipic acid; nylon 6,10, produced from hexe- 
aethylenediamine and sebacic acid; and a new anti-friotion 
construction material, caprolon. 
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(f) A technique has been mastered for the manufacture of a new thermo- 
plastic material, polycarbonate diflon, and preparations are being 
made to build a plant for its production. 

(g) A new thermoplastic material,   poly formaldehyde,  is being developed; 
efforts are being made to raise the polymer's resistance to heat 
and light and plans are being made for large-scale production. 

(h) Experimental installations are being planned for the synthesis of 
polyarylates - a new type of heat-resistant polyesters - and of 
dichloranhydrides of aromatic dicarboxylic acids. 

The production of synthetic polymerized resins and plastics baaed on them 

il increasing at a rapid rate even though production on an industrial scale 

begin much later than in the case of condensation polymerized products. 

PVC is an important industrial polymer because of its low cost, th« ease 

with which it can be processed, its durability and its exoellent physico- 

aechanioal properties.    The technique for the production of PVC has been 

steadily improved, and the volume of production has increased. 

»lile vinyl chloride was originally produced by dehydrogenation of 

dichloroethane in alooholio alkali, a sy«t«m was sub»«qu«ntly devised for 

producing it by hydroohlorination of acetylene in the gaseous phase over a 

•olid mercury catalyst.    As a result there was a distinot improvement in the 

quality of the original monomer. 

The industry produces six varieties of suspensions of polyvinyl chloride 

(PVC-S) and nine varieties of polyvinyl chloride latex (PVC-L) differing in 

moleoular weight and application.    3u«p«n«ion PVU is ua«d mostly for th« 

preparation of high-quality cable, electro-insulating and hose rubber, vinyl 

sheeting, film and sheet materials, phonograph records, ohlorinat«d PVC etoj 

latex PVC is used for the preparation of artificial leather, hard and soft 

films etc. 

Olues and varnishes are made from chlorinated PIC.    Chlorinated PVC resin 

is used to mike varnUhw «id paint« that art highly oorrosion-rtiittmnt and 

weather-resistant, 

Production of chemioal fibrtt ia tha USSR amount«* to 407,300 ton« in 

1*65, 450,000 tons in 1966, and will roaoh between 78OfOQ0 tad 030,000 toni 

ia 1970.   la« output af synthetio fibres in 1970 nill *• ÌT4,000 tona» 

TiriAiiiiiÉÉMfiá^ iiiiitiiiiíiiiiiiiiÍi*iliÉilitriáÍ 
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The proportion of viscose fibres in the total output of chemical fibres 

dropped to 72.3 per cent in 1965. while that of synthetic fibres rose to 

19 per cent (including 16.1 per cent polyamide, 1.8 per cent polyester (daoron), 

O.7 per cent polyaorylonitrile (nitron), and O.4 per cent chlorinated PVC.    In 

1970, synthetic fibres will account for about 35 per oent of the total volume 

of chemical fibres produced. 

There is also a greater variety of fibres.    In addition to oapron and PVC, 

the synthetic fibre group now includes polyester (daoron) and polyaorylonitrile 

(nitron).    Over the last few years techniques have been developed for producing 

polynose, polyvinyl alcohol and polypropylene fibres, which have been manu- 

factured on an experimental soale. 

The increased output of chemical fibres has been accompanied by improve- 

ments in their technical and economic characteristics.    This has been facili- 

tated to a considerable degree by the combining of enterprises into larger 

units.    For example, the daily output of a modern cord plant is between 50,000 

and 100,000 square metres of oapron cord fabric, while the output of a textile 

thread plant is between 10,000 and 15,000 tons a year, and for an industrial 

fibre plant between 30,000 and 35,000 tons a year. 

Continuous production prooesses are being introduced successfully into 

the synthetic fibre industry.    For example, polycaprolaotam is now manufactured 

and oonverted into fibre as a continuous operation.    The production of nitron 

now includes oombined polymerisation and dissolution of the polymer.    A 

continuous process has boon developed and high-efficiency equipment constructed 

for the manufacture of industrial capron thread with a thickness of 93.46 tex-/ 

(»os. 10 end 7) »nd I86.9I tex (Moa. 5 end 35).    Over the last few years a 

method ha« been developed for forming oapron oord without intermediate separa- 

tion and pulverisation of the polymer. 

Large quantities of oapron throad aro tlao used for the manufacture of 
V-shaped belting me oonvoyor belt», for sheathing sleeves ama rubber hosing, 
and so on.   As a rooult, the sorvioe Ufo of conveyor bolt« li doubled or 
tripled»   the port« •*• U|ftt«r| eat tfco permissible load» m* inors—e«. 

fco.» «f tfc. Mtf^ttti* p.rfon-,0. * „j,«*«. ft*. .{*«*),. *• 
profaiotlon of »hi. flan li teine *>o*lmitU.   It 1* of «put i»»»rt«o. 1» 
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the rubber industry.    Compared with capron, dacron exhibits lower thermo- 

plasticity and a higher elastic modulus.    The manufacture of heavy-duty, 

dacron-base conveyor belts for the mining industry has been introduced. 

New plants for the production of polyvinyl alcohol and polypropylene 

fibre are under construction.     In addition to its good physical and mechanical 

properties,  polyvinyl alcohol  is also very resistant to light and atmospheric 

effects.    It is therefore being extensively used for manufacturing canvas, 

upholstering materials,  cables and netting. 

Polypropylene will become one of the cheapest synthetic fibres available 

and will likewise be widely used for making cable, upholstering materials and 

netting.    Carpets made of polypropylene,  just like those of polyamide,  are 

highly resistant to wear and can be cleaned and washed. 

Polyacrylonitrile  (nitron) is similar in properties to wool and is used 

to make a similar variety of fabrics.    Considerable savings have been obtained 

by using nitron to -"liter exhaust gases in the non-ferrous metallurgical 

industry.    Nitron is a valuable material for manufacturing parts that operate 

at low temperatures,  in high vacuum and under conditions where they are subject 

to radiation from radioactive substances. 

The use of certain synthetic fibres, for example, dacron,  polyphäne etc., 

has also proved effective in medicine. 

Research into the production of heat-resistant fibres is progressing 

favourably;    studies are near completion on the production of phenylon, which 

is heat-resistant at temperatures up to 250 Cj    technology is under develop- 

ment for polypyromellitimide fibras, which ara heat-rasistant at high tempera- 

tures}   mataríais of this kind have also been produced from polyaorylates, 

which are new polymers;    exceptionally high resistance to aggressive madia 

(acids, alkalis and oxidants) is shown by the fluorine derivatives of ethylene, 

which arto exhibit a low friction coefficient, thereby suitlag the« for exten- 

siv« use in gasket linings for différant kind« of «achinery. 

Until 1970, the principle industrial fibres will be the viscose and 

oapron variati««.    In that year the ratio between visco«« and synthetic 

industrial fibra« vili h« 58.42. 

The prospects for the synthetic fibre industry »re vaty food.    I*« hia* 
rat« of development is due to the fact that the fibre« can be usad with great 

eoonosic advantage in •ngin««*ing, and i* is peas*** to as« daaroa, asida,    ; 

" l'iti Hi ii^saassSE      _ .    ^ ^ i mfiTIi Hi ' iilW ^ 1 " T ~ TT""^ • • •» " *J•°*~- JL^^**^.****«**,^ f- nrm •m^WiMUmm^^Hmrm i mìlìlii« »Milium l«üinÍ«HlilMI àÊMÊ^gmm^iÉgàÊmmMt^Ê^à 
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and polypropylene fibre in this context.    An increase in the production 
of PVC by a factor of 4.5 is envisaged for the period 1966-1970.    Research is 

under way to obtain new types of PVC and polymers derived from it that possess 

higher shock-,  heat- and frost-resistance. 

Owing to the low cost and abundant raw material,  polyolefins occupy the 

lead among polymers; before long they will become the most commonly used types 

of plastic.    Whereas the production of polyethylene was only tens of thousands 

of tons in 1964t  the figure for 1970 will be hundreds of thousands of tons. 

The most important type is low-density polyethylene (high-pressure poly- 

ethylene),  possessing excellent dielectric properties, pliability and elasti- 

city.    It is widely used in cable production,   in electrical engineering and 

in the manufacture of all kinds of hardware.    The first major plant for its 

production began operations in 196?.    Industrial production of high-density 

(low-pressure) polyethylene has also begun.    This type is more durable and 

heat-resistant than the low-density variety, but not so good in dielectric 

characteristics,  and is mainly used as a construction material for prefabri- 

cated parts, ventilation units,  piping and corrosion-resistant equipment. 

Soviet scientists have worked out a unique and highly productive techno- 

logical process for obtaining polypropylene at low pressure.    The method has 

been used since I967 for large-scale production of this valuable,  high-grade 

plastic.    By I97O,  its production will have riBen from 10,000 tons a year to 

a considerably higher figure.    Polypropylene, which can be much more easily 

synthesized at low pressure than polyethylene,  is also more durable and heat- 

resistant (up to 150 -160 C).    It has the disadvantage that it acquires a 

certain brittleness at temperatures below 0 C.    Polypropylene is used for 

fibres, fabrics, floating cables etc. 

Once the method of continuous block polymerization in ooluams and the 

suspension method had been introduced, the USSR began producing pure, high- 

grade polystyrene.    This plastic has excellent dieleotrio charactoristioi and 

is highly water-repellent and is one of the main materials used for making 

electric insulators and various consumer goods.    A technique ha« basa developed 

for producing a. variety of styrene derivatives, but only the copolymers of 

ffitfti f if - Ma^-^"—r - ?•"-' - IT-- *—' -^-^^-tir ^ frtrlffj^-*- ^^^^^^^^^ài^^^m^mÊ^MM 
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alpha-methylstyrene and styrène have acquired practical  importance.    The 

combining of polystyrene plastics and rubber by the graft polymerization 

technique makes it possible to produce a wide variety of materials with good 

chemical, mechanical and dielectric properties.    It has been possible to manu- 

facture a shock-resistant material, SNP, based on Btyrene, nitrile rubber *nd 

acrylonitrile. 

In addition, several large plants for the production of vinyl acetate and 

products made from it are either in operation in the USSR or under construc- 

tion} a large number of materials and parts based on polymethyl methacrylate 

containing styrene  (styracryl) and other monomer and polymer additives are 

now being manufacturedj the ever-increasing consumption of fluoroplast-4 

(polytetrafluorethylene) and fluoroplast-3 (polyohlorotrifluoroethylene) has 

acted as an incentive for a great increase in their output. 

The following figures show the dynamic growth of synthetic rubber produc- 

tion in the USSR: 
Growth in synthetic rubber 

production based on 100 units 
 in 1961  

1961 100.0 

1964 134.0 

1967 I92.O 

1968 211.0 

1969 269.O (estimate) 

19T0 338.0 (estimate) 

Proa the above figures it will be seen that the average annual increase in 

the production of synthetic rubber during the period 1961-1967 was 15 per 

cent; the rate of growth will be considerably higher during thé years 1966-1970. 

At present, the basio monomers in the synthetic rubber industry are 

butadiene, isoprene, isobutylene, ethylene and propylene,   fas following 

approxiaate inorease in production capacity (in percentages, compared with 

1966) ars planned for 1970f 

Butadiene 
Isopren* — 
Isobutylene 

162 
27O 
180 
250 
320 

--Tffinffilhfn . ^^^..<»^4^»¿itáML¿^^-.^J^^Mt»MaJOt ^ft-Aj&t^iaafiMa 
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The new industrial process of obtaining butadiene by two-stage catalytic 

dehydrogenation of n-butane presents greater technical and economic advantages 

than the  production method  based on ethyl alcohol. 

The new methods of producing butadiene are based not only on the dehydro- 

genation of n-butane but also on butylene-butadiene pyrolysis.    The figures 

(in percentages) for the production of butadiene from alcohol and by the method 

of n-butane dehydrogenation and buty lene-butadiene pyrolysis, respectively, are 

as follows:    1965, 67 and 33;  1970, 43 and 57.    Extensive research is being 

successfully carried out to devise still more effective methods for the 

production of butadiene:    one-stage dehydrogenation of n-butane in a fluidized 

bed of a powdered catalyst and one-stage oxydizing dehydrogenation of n-butane 

in the presence of iodine and an acceptor. 

Isoprene has become very important as an industrial monomer for the 

synthesis of rubber as a substitute for the natural product.    At present, only 

two methods are used on an industrial scale in the USSR to produce isoprene: 

synthesis from isobutylene and formaldehyde and oatalytic dehydrogenation of 

isopentane.    Major effort in the future will be concentrated on the second 

method. 

Production of isoprene rubber was begun in 1964 at synthetic rubber 

plants in the towns of Togliatti and Volzhak, while in the same year the 

factory at Efremovo began to produce rubber from di vinyl.    These plants have 

the highest production capacity in the world. 

The main trend in the development of the Soviet synthetic rubber industry 

is to build up the capacity to produce high-quality rubbers from isoprene, 

divinyl and other substances.    The changes planned in the pattern of produc- 

tion and in the types of synthetic rubbers and latioes produced ars listed below. 

The figures show that by 1970 the specifio gravity of special-purpose rubbers 

and synthetic latiees will have increased considerably} and the specific 

gravity of isoprene and divinyl rubber will be almost 30 par cent «a against 

3.5 Btr oent la 1965.    It is anticipated that by 1970, production of synthetic 

rubber and latiees will be 2,2 times greater than In 1965, «nd the prodwotion 

figares for isoprene and divinyl will be 15 and 42 tins« higher, respectively. 

^^irtta^i^iMii^iMM^HA^dHfliiMiiiiiMaÉMiiijiiilÉieAêiiiMill -fffni-] nTiliTtrwTf-^^-^^1^^^^ 
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Change« planned in pattern of production 
of synthetic rubbers and latice» 

(per cent of production) 

Rubbers for general purposes, total 

Sodium-butadiene rubber 
Butadiene-sty rene and butadiene-methylstyrene 

rubber 
Stereospec i fie butadiene rubber 
Isoprene rubber 

Rubber« for special purposes, total 

Butyl rubber 
Chloroprene rubber 
Mitrile rubber 
Other special rubbers 

I960 1965 1212 
88 88.1 lazi 
51 18.8 4.1 

37 65.8 40.0 

- 
0.7 
2.8 

11.8 
18.3 

9.4 M 20^3. 

8.0 
0.7 
0.7 

0.1 
6.2 
1.5 
0.7 

3.5 
12.3 
3.1 
1.4 

Synthetic latice«, total 2.6       3.4       5-5 

Increasing use of rubber« of the «tereoregulas» type (isoprene and 

butadiene) in the tire industry «ill sake it possible to reduce imports of 

natural rubber and will result in considerable savings by increasing the life 

of tires by 20 to 30 per cent.    It is estimated that expenditure on the 

construction of isoprene-3 and butadiene synthetic rubber plants can bo 

recovered in two to three years.    The synthesis of stereoregular rubbers from 

isoprene and butadiene thus provides a Mans of solving one technical problem 

- how to make elastomers that are not only not inferior to natural rubber but 

even surpass it in certain characteristics. 

The introduction of special-purpose synthetic rubbers suoh a« butadiene- 

nitrile, ohloroprene, siloxane and fluorine-oontaining rubber has made it 

possible to oréate a nuaber of fundamentally new technical rubber artioles for 

modern engineering uses.   By 1970, it is estisjated that there «ill be as many 

as 28 different typt* of «yntaetic rubber and as «any a« 200 different varie- 

ties (branda),   Bxtensive scientific research and experiawmtal work «111 be 

neoaasary to oréate s/utbetio mbbars with fuadassKtally mm taohmiaal «roper- 

ties ("the ideal elastoaers of the future") • 

] -ni'l.i   ir ÌMfWJ8llliì!ÌÉìlii-b-***-•BÜm^^^^HA^ 
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7.   TREMI« Ht PRODOCTIO« AMD OOMgUMFTiqi Of PLASTICS IM TBI «OBLE 

lirio G. Hanoook 

Morid «rodantion oanaoity 

The prêtant world production capacity for piattica it »bout 20 Million 

tons «ade up at followts 

United Statea 7.0 
MC oountriet 4.5 
Japan 3.0 
USSR 1.5 
United Kinfdo« 1.3 
Developing oountriet 0.8 
Other developed oountriet 1.9 

Itw plant« are announoed oonatantly, but not all ooae on etreaa on tie» 
or funotion at 100 par oant oapeoity iaaediately.   Olear planta go ont of 

production with littla or no announoeaentf henoe, actual oapeoity ia often 
appreciably lana than it appaerà.   In api ta of thia, «orla oapeoity «ill 
probably be wall ovar 100 «illion tona by I960 and approaching 1,500 «illion 

tona by the year 2000. 

It ia not «nay to prediot the peroeatagea of production for variant 
produote, but M • firat approximation, by l$8o, polyolefin planta ahould 
reaoh a ooabinad oapaoity of about 30 to 35 aUlloa tomi PTC planta, Including 
oopolyaert, about 20 to 25 ail lion tonaj and polyetyrene planta including 
A1B, perhepe 10 to 15 «illion toni. 

The production of polyolafin« and PTC it oepital-inteneive larftly htotnte 

«MPM«"/   espeje«   atajaw^Pe> 4* VJ««*atf    eajtjp«p^e>   ojn«r^p   •kejMP^v^p   «jBje•e)   tjatMVVr    a^«p^inBntjajptp   ^t«p«ej w^tjeiantjnr^a««   «r^^P^r^p^a^BF^peef   ^PP*   ^P^BBV¡Hr^ 

eerkabUabaeate aro neoeaaary for eoonoeno production.   Polya tyrant it intor- 

•adiate, but »oat of «i« therfcoeetting ratine bara boon «ad« «ting relatively 
tiwplt «yüitiant t only recently hart oontinuout prooetttft boat Aveloped. 

Traditionally, production hat been la*owwinten«iv«f Uff tht potitioa it       ^ 

eMtOV&y onttKBtaT* 
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Much capacity will probably be devoted to new plastics. Many of these 

will be new copolymers of existing monomers} thus the polyolefin figures given 

above are assumed to include copolymers of olefins with modest proportions of 

other monomers. By I98O, there will also be a limited production of entirely 

new products with special properties such as heat-resistance or greater 

stiffness. 

World production 

Figure 1 shows the world production of plastics to I966 and projected 

production to I98O giving upper and lower limits. The mean figure is slightly 

otfir 100 million tons. Below is a similar projection for the developing 

countries, with figures up to I966 collected from various countries. It seems 

likely that production will rise at a slightly greater rate than that of devel- 

oped countries merely because of the enormous potential consumption. The two 

curves show an average increase in the period I965-198O of 17 per oent for the 

developing countries and 14*4 per cent per year for the world. 

World consumption 

Plastios consumption will be inoreased byt 

(a) An increase in population, meaning more consumers} 

(b) An increase in the standard of living, meaning greater consumption 
per person} 

(0) The replacement of traditional materials - wood, metal, 
cement etc - by plastios} 

(d) The creation of new applications for plasties. 

World population, according to a foreoast published in Modern Plastics« 

august 1966, is expeoted to increase from 3.5 billion to 7 billion by I960, 

whioh would by itself account for a twofold increase in consumption. 

Mattonai incomes sad standards of living are difficult to foreoast, sinos 

they are related to the increase in population and affected by politioal 

activity. Some reoent figures for national income are given later in this 

psptr. 

Pifare 2 shows world production of steel. Actual oonsuaption in any 

year will be a little Isms than the figure indicates, owing to material in 

transit, in stock or scrap. The same ofeart gives production figures in the 

developing countries} hut owing to imports and exports, the consumption of 

iHiiïïitu-mn ir -*• ~~^-»"^»»-»~- --*—«- "-"•"•A~- •~fcmiÉiiriii  IIIIIìIIH i KIIIII-IIIIHIIII niiírii éíITéíIííIMIÍI 
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developing countries cannot be calculated directly from the charte    Both 

curves are projected to 1980, and comparison with figure 1 will show the slow 

rate of growth of steel oompared with that of plastics,  steel growth averaging 

4.7 per cent per year compared with plastics growth of 14.4 per cent per year 

taken between the years I965 and I98O. 

For many applications, volume is more significant than weight, and if the 

world volumes are plotted on one chart (see figure 3) it becomes olear that 

the volume of plastics produced in the world is likely to exceed the volume 

of steel by the early 1980s.   The average density of plastics has been taken 

as 1.0 in the neoessary calculations involved. 

Another approaoh is to oompare a key property with the price of tradi- 

tional construction materials and plastios.   The figures of table 1 have been 

extracted from a paper by W. 0. Alexander published in Contemporary Physios 

Volume 8, 1967, and are based on United Kingdom prioes but converted to dollars 

at £ - 12.40. 

Tabic 1 

ilo data of structural materials 

Tensile strength 

Steel 

Reinforoed 
conerete 

Timber 

Copper 
castings 

Aluminum 
sheet 

Polyethylene 

PVC (rigid) 

»/Ion 
«¿••tie 

polyester 
laminates 

40 

1 

0.5 

13 

16 

t 
4 

3 
*•• 

50 

7.8 

2.4 

0.5 

2.7 

0.9 

1.4 

1.15 

1*87 

Cost par ton 
{4 P*r unit 

Cost     Average oost   of tensile 
ilegal       të/*ft3)        •traiurt*) 

216 

19.20 

121 

8.9    i¿m 

1*032 

360 

240 

1,600 

2.7 

0.07 

O.O65 

22.9 

4.5 

0.55 

0.57 

t.? 

8.0 

O.O67 

O.070 

0.013 

1.53 

0.28 

0.55 

0.14 

0.34 

0.16 
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Por purely structural applications it is clear that plastics oannot yet 

compete with steel, reinforoed oonorete or timber in prioe.    They have, however, 
oertain advantages such as beingt    (a) easier to manipulate than conventional 
materials}  (b) resistant to water and many corrosive chemicals! (o) attractive 
in their colour range¡  (d) excellent for eleotrioal insulation; and (e) muoh 
more resistant to baoteria than wood. 

The prioe of plastios is falling owing to improved techniques of manufac- 
ture and the increased soale of production, while that of traditional materials 
is rising in most industrial countries. 

The consumption of plastios in individual developing countries, shown 
in table 2, has been oaloulated by assuming that imports are equivalent to 
consumption after allowing for production and, in a few oases, export.    The 

consumption of plastios for I966 in the developing oountries listed below is 
baaed on figures taken mostly from United Nations souroes.    Population figures 
are used to oaloulate consumption in pounds per person. 

Table 2 

Plastios consumption in 20 developing oountries. 1966 

Population   Consumption 
ft"»**!«1   1*2211   mm*   Consumption   (minions)   (lb/narmon) 

Algeria 
Argentina 
Brasil 
China 

(Taiwan) 
Columbia 
Congo 

(De*. Be?, of) 
Gambia 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 

Lebanon ; 

—   thousand 

58.9 
534 

4M 
2.0 

8.5 
14.6 
1T.3 

26.2 
18.3 

194 
it j *> 

Philippine* 
Thailand 
tfcited Arab tannili In 

u us us 
23.4 

29.O 
n       fî.3 

Mèi   '"*^0 

iti 

ton 

0.7 

0.7 

Q.f 

«- 

0.2 

#*t 

8.5 
72.8 
7O.7 

71.1 
18.3 

3.7 
1.8 

55.3 
I4.0 
04 
29.4 
13.7 
29.O 

124.I 
¿M 
17 .f mm 
36.9 
12.7 
3M 

12.1 
22.7 
83.1 

12.8 
20.3 

16.0 
3.8 

498 
IO7.8 

25.8 
9*6 

¿* 
444 

**• 

»if 

tt 
8.f 

*8A* 

u , i. 
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The corresponding figures for the United States are 59 pounds per person; 

the EEC countries, 47 pounds per person; and the United Kingdoa and Japan about 

40 pounds per person.    Illese figures for 1966 appeared in an art i ole by the 

author in the Financial Times of London, I9 June l°67f !>**• 15« 

Table 3 oonpares plastics consumption with national income; plastios are 

valued at 1500 per ton on the average.    The final oolumn of the table gives 

the ratio of the value of plastios consumption (z 1,000) to national income. 

Only certain countries have been included because of the difficulty of getting 

reliable statistic«. 

TableJ 

Relation of plastios consumption to national income 

Argentina 

Brasil 

China (Taiwan) 

India 

Iran 

Japan 

Lebanon 

Mexioo 

Noroooo 

Pakistan 

Philippines 

Thailand 

United Kingdoa 

United States 

Zambia 

Ustionai incorna in 
(billion doll 

(•) 

16.1 
424 

2.53 
32.1 
542 

53 
Ô.87 

19.7 
2.3T 

11.7 
4.91 
3.7« 

76 
621 

0.7Ô 

n 1966 
ara) 

Value of plastios 
consumed 

(SM1U?1 WfrTf) 
00 

364 
35.3 
35.8 
27.65 
11.7 

»2 
6.85 

62.05 
5.25 
8.6 

22.7 
184 

488 
2,590 

0.9 

Ratio b to a 
£^_auS& 

mmmmmmmmmmmmEmmmm 

2.22 

0.84 

14.2 

O.87 

2.16 

16.6 

7.85 

3.15 

2.22 

0.73 

4.7 

4.9 

6.41 

4.16 

1.15 

Table 3 suggests that countries less «mil endowed with natural 

whether they have a large national incoi or not toad to usa a large» 

proportion of plastios. 
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Distribution of consumption among producta 

Forecasts of production of the major thermoplastics are difficult to make. 

Por a rapidly growing product, consumption tends to lag behind production owing 

to the need to inorease stocks.    However,  it is probably reasonable to assume 

a world consumption of 95 million tons by I98O (table 4). 

Table 4 

I960 forecast of world consumption of plastios by type 

Million tons 
Polyolefins, including copolymers 
containing a major proportion of olefins 

PVC and copolymers 

Polystyrene and other styrene pi art ios, 
including ABS 

Phenolic resins 

Urea-formaldehyde and melaadne- 
f ormai dehyde resins 

Polyurethanes 

Aerylioe 

PVA 

Cellulosica 

Alkyds 

unsaturated polyeetere 

•ylon plastics 

Miscellaneous and sew materials 

26 

23 

12 

4 

5 
5 
I 

1 

3 

4 
6 

I 

3 

Table 5 shows the raw materials required for the principal plastics aad 

sottroe« from whioh they are obtained. 

*:.ï*y*É»--ît % -t&î 
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Table 5 

Raw materials for the principal resina and plaetio polymers 

Resin or plastic 
polymer 

Polyethylene 

Polypropylene 

Polyvinyl chloride' 

Polystyrene • 

Nylon 6 

Nylon 66 

Polymethyl methacrylate 

Saturated polyesters 

Unsaturated polyester« 

Polyvinyl acetate 

Polyacrylates 

AM 

Cellulose acetate* 

Secondary raw 
material 

•Vinyl chloride- 

•Styrene 

•Caprolactarn 

—Adipic acid  
•Hexamethylene diamine 

.Acetone 

-Hydrogen cyanide 

Terephthalic acid- 
Ethylene glycol — 

ht hai i c anhydride 
Mal eie anhydride — 
Propylene glycol — 

Styrene• 

-Vinyl acetate- 

Alkyl acrylate- 

Styrene 

Butadiene 

Acrylonitrile' 

Phenol-formaldehyde resins 

Urea-formaldehyde remine 

Nelaeine-formaldehyde resins« 

Polyurethanes 

Phenol 

Formaldehyde 

Formaldehyde • 

Melamine  
Formaldehyde 

Polyols   

Isooyanatee 

Basic raw 
material 

Ethylene 

Propylene 

Ethylene 
Chlorine 

Ethylene 
Benzene 

Benzene 
Propylene 
Ammonia 

Bensene 
Ammonia 

• Propylene 
.Methane 
Ammonia 

Para-xylene 
Ethylene 

Ortho-xylene 
• Benzene 
Propylene 
Ethylene 
Benzene 

Ethylene ' 
-Acetic acid 

•Propylene 
• Appropriate 

aloohol 

Bensene 
Ethylene 

 Propylene 
"Ammonia 

•Cotton Unters 
-Aoetic acid 

-Benzene 
.Propylene 
-Methyl aloohol 

—Ammonia 
-Methyl aloohol 

•Ammonia 
-ketkyl aloohol 

Propylene 
Toluene 

Carbon monoxide 
Chlorine 

i^^d^^tamflmmiid-aattBiimmu^BaAaäi-aVitf!^^ 
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It is remarkable how the whole range of plastics oan be prepared fro« ao 

few base materials. Table 6 lists these Materials with their «ethod« of 

produotion. 

Table 6 

Produotion methods for the base Materials of plastios 

Plastics base material 

Ethylene 
Propylene 
Butadiene 

Benzen« 
Toluene 
Ortho-xylene 
Para-xylene 

Methane 

Ammonia 
Methyl alcohol 

Carbon monoxide 
Chlorine 
Aoetio aoid 

Mtthcd of produotion 

Stessi oreoking of naphtha or 
natural gas containing substantial 
proportions of C2 and above 
Catalytic reforming of special 
naphtha fraction,  followed by 
solvent extraction and, if 
necessary, d«alkylation 
Maturai gas 

Steam reforming of oil fraction, 
particularly naphtha, to give 
synthesis gas followed by the 
appropriate catalytic reaction. 
By-product in many processes 
Heotroly«is of brine 
Ori dation of naphtha 

To be viable, these base materials, exoept methane and carbon monoxide, 
must be produced on a very substantial scale,   further, the oo-produots of the 
first two reactions require a planned disposal of all of the«, unoo-ordinated 
demand again greatly raising the   prioe.    Por example, the oarbonisation of 

oca* for the produotion of metallurgical coke produces limited quantities of 
by-produots sich as benzene, toluene, xylenes, phenol and anaemia. 

In countries where eleotrioity is oheap and brine is available, chlorine 
and oaustio soda would probably be produced for other ohenioal purpos««.   If 
ocal is available, the cheap eleotrioity may be used to sake calcium carbide 

and heno« acetyl en«, which will react with hydrogen ohloride to produoe vinyl 
caloria«], the monomer of PVC. 

A certain amount of aromatica, e.g. beasene, toluene and xylenes, osa be 
extracted from the liquid pease in the stamm cracking of naphtha, depending 
on the oondition of the operation. 

*S*'-*  "£•»" •«*' 
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There are four stages in the production of plastiost 

(1) The production of the primary ohemioals from the oil feedstock; 

(2) The production of the secondary chemical or chemical that is to 
be the subject of polymerization or condensation process} 

(3) The polymerization or condensation stage to give the primary 
polymer; 

(4) The compounding or colouration of the polymer, in some oases the 
product of bulk sheet or tubing, to give the raw material from 
which the plastic product or article is mads. 

As indi oat ed in table 5, not all stages are neoessarily present in every 

plastic material. 

Normally a developing country wishing to start plastios production should 

not attempt stage one unless a major petrochemical industry producing a wide 

range of chemical• is proposed. It would be unwise to envisage an ethylene 

oraoker or any ammonia plant with a capacity of less than 100,000 tons per 

year. Ammonia is far more likely to be viable because of home produced 

nitrogen fertilizer. 

Stage two usually requires heavy capital investment, and only in special 

oiroumstances oan it be recommended. Some oountries, notably Australia, have 

gone ahead with major chemical projects and proteoted the output by high 

tariffs. Presumably this protection is intended to be only temporary, but 

a developing oountry adopting this oourse might find the need for protection 

anything but temporary and would as a result invite retaliation. The mere 

admission of the necessity for such protection implies that home production 

cannot compete with world prices and the oountry*s population pays wore than 

the world market prioe for the products. 

Stags three is more controversial. The production of polyolefins (there 

is no stage two here) would never be recommended, sino« the raw mat erial is a 

gas and relatively expensive to transport, although great progress is being 

•ade la this field. As mentioned earlier, the prooess is oapi tal-intensi ve. 

On the other hand, the production of phenol formaldehyde or 

formaldehyde resins oan be effooted using relatively simple equipment and is 

far more labour-intensive, nevertheless, production requires knowledge of the 

oorrect formulations and considerable skill, sad such operations should never 

be attempted with untrained staff. 

A developing oountry wishing to start a plastios industry aight reason- 

ably begin with stagi four. Importing ite unooloured polymer, oolovrlng it, 

 MM—-»-'-""-— — ^---.-. .^m ——-..a^^ .. ..-•-.»in.»mJt^»l^J^-»1Mi»IJ^«ia«J^^ 
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plaatioizing it or adding the filler are not by any means simple proeeeaetf 

they need considerable knowledge and skill but they can be oarried out with 

relatively simple equipment using a batoh prooess.    Brtruded sheet or tube or 

blow moulded lay flat tubing are processes that oan be carried out on unit 

equipment of modest oapacity, and, if the technical skills are available, at 

a competitive cost.    In the United Kingdom, there are hundred« of small moulders 

oarrying out these and similar operations at a profit. 

The following appendix lists petroohemioal plants in some developing 

oountrles.   Many of these plants were planned some years ago when the impor- 

tano« of bulk production was not fully appreciated, and they are now too «mall 

to compete with the production of the major industrial oountries.   Developing 

countries must deoide whether to build major plants or to import and oonoentratt 

on plastici sing, tinting and working up M mentioned in stage four. 

-^^ ñ-Zui*s¿-^.... - '^^j^^^^^t^^'Wl^ÊN^ ^]m¿^^mm^^^a^^^¿^^^^j^^^^ 
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Appond^x 

11M most recent information available on the production of ethylene and 

the prinoipal thermoplastics in oertain developing countries i« listed below. 

However, many of the sources of information contradict each other, as it is 

difficult to determine whether some of the plants are aotually under construc- 

tion or are awaiting finanoing or approval from the Government. 

Poland 

An ethylene oraoker is in operation at Blachownia with a capacity of 

65,000 tons per year and another plant at Plock is due on stream in 1969 with 

a similar capacity. 

There is substantial production of thermosetting resins in Poland! 

25,000-30,000 tons per year of phenol io, 30,000-40,000 tons per year of amino 

resins J alkyda and unsaturated polyesters are made in substantial quantities. 

A 24,000 tons-per-year high-pressure polyethylene plant is in operation at 

Blachownia (Polymex)} a small 5,000 tons-per-year polystyrene plant is in 

operation at Oswieoim and is being expanded.   There is considerable production 

of PVCi    a major plant with a oapaoity of 30,000-40,000 tons per year at 

Oswieoim and a 40,000-tone-per-year plant at Taroow based on acetylene from 

natural gam* 

There are reports of a large plant at Pulawy (Lublin) making vinyl 

chloride from acetylene produoed from natural gas, but there is some doubt 

whether this plant is actually on etremrn. 

One ethylene plant with a oapaoity of 35»000 toas par year is now being 

enlarged.   A 24,000 tons-per-year polyethylene plant is on stressi at Floeeti, 

and another large plant with a oapaoity of 60,000 tons per year is under con- 

struction at Pites ti sad is due oa stream shortly.   A small polystyrène plant 

with a oapaoity of 3,000 teas per year is oa stream at Oheorghe Oheorghui Dejj 

other plasta ex« planned or under construction.   A 40.000 tons-per-year PVC 

plant oa stream at lisniou Viloea appears to gat ethylene from Pit est i | small 

plants ara also looated at Turda sad Tima veni. 

MmüHaHOü^S ^¿iÊ^àmÊaÊÊSmÊaÉiâm iff unir itfiiBìi üiltonMlH 
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Yugoslavia 

Organsko Kemijska Ind. produce« 50,000 ton« per year of ethylene by 
naphtha oraeking at Zagreb| polyethylene and polystyrene are aleo produced. 

Argentina 

Petroquímica Argentina S.A. (PASA), Ipako and Duperial all have small 
ethylene planta with a combined annual oapaoity of about 40,000-45,000 tone} 
substantial expansion of the laat two is planned.    In plastics, Koppers has 
a plant producing some 11,000 tons per year of polyethylene, while Industries 
Químioas Argentinas Duperial S.A.  (IQAD) (lCI»s subsidiary) is constructing a 
141000 tons-per-year plant.   Duperial produces 15,000 tons per year and is 
expanding} PASA is building a 20,000 tons-psr-year plant.   Monsanto*s Argentine 
subsidiary has been producing PVC at a 4t500 tons-per-year plant but plans to 

sell to private interests ; it also produoes 6,500 tons of polystyrene yearly 
and a similar quantity is produced by Ipako.   There are many plants producing 
thermosetting resins from looally produoed phenol, urea and formaldehyde. 

Brasil 

There is a naphtha oracker at Cubatao with a oapaoity of 35,000 tons per 
year of ethylene.    Petrobras, the state-owned refinery, produoes streams that 

are converted to ohemioals.   Union Carbide and Petroohlor have a joint venture 
making polyethylene (30,000 tone per year with a large expansion in view). 
Polystyrene is produoed by Koppera, with a oapaoity of 8,500 tons per year, and 
by Bakol S.A. (HHls), with a oapaoity of 7,000 tons per year.   PVC is made by 

Eletroohloro, with a capacity of 25,000 tons and by Oeon do Brasil, with s 
yearly oapaoity of 20,000 tons.    Some ethylene and other ohemioals are still 
produoed from the fermentation of oane sugar{ in fact, a small amount of 
polyethylene is produoed from suoh raw material. 

Chile 

BCAP has a 30,000 tons-per-year ethylene plant under construction at 
Conoepoiòn.   A email quantity of polyvinyl acetate is madef numerous thermo- 
setting resins are made from ooke-oven ohemioals in modest quantities.   It is 

understood that plants for produoing polyethylene and PVC with foreign aid 
under consideration. 

^., .^-Mi. ^¿¿.-..^, ,,.-^,^-^„.^ •^•••-»^^irTrfiiiiiïito 
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Coloabia 

Numerous plants have been announced, but it ìB doubtful whether very 

many are on stream other than ammonia and urea plants.    Ecopetrol has a 

20,000 tons-per-year ethylene plant based on crude oil.    There ìB appreciable 

production of phenol-, urea- and melamine-formaldehyde resins.    Dow has a snail 

polystyrene plant with a capacity of 3,000-4,000 tons per year, and there are 

two snail plants making PVC each with a capaoity of about 3,000 tons per year. 

ÄÜ2£ 
Pesez, owned by the Oovernment of Mexioo, has a oapaoity of some 30,000 

toas per year of ethylene, with major expansion under oonstmotion and possibly 

on stream.    The Oovernment also owns a 24,000 tons-per-year polyethylene plant, 

and another major expansion is planned.    BASF Me xi o ana S.A. produces up to 

10,000 .tons per year of polystyrene; Prodesa (40 per cent Sinclair-Koppers) 

is planning to set up a plant.    About 20,000 tons per year of PVC are produced 

by several snail producers!    Oeon de México, 7t5O0| Henkel, 2,300} Nonsanto, 

10,000) Plásticos Omega, 3,500} and Promooiones Industriales Nexìoana S.A., 

10,000. 

Venezuela 

Instituto Venezolano de Petrc^uimioa (IVP) has an ethylene cracker (from 

propane) ander oonstruction, but it is unlikely this will be on stream for 

•one tine.    Many plants, e.g. PVC, polyethylene, polystyrene, are in the 

planning stage. 

The other South American countries produoe negligible quantities of 

petroohenioal or plastios raw materials. 

China (mainland) 

Information from China is scanty and somewhat confusing.    There seem« to 

he little if any real petrochemical produotionf most ohemioals and plastios 

are based on coke-oven gas, coal tar or are from acetylene y¿a carbide} 

oapaoity for the latter is 300,000  tons per year.  Bensene is made by trimer- 

ising acetylene} there is also production of chemicals using fermentation 

processes. 

—auMBÜa Hito MMWMMi aMHBMMIMMMÉiMÉH mä 
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Ammonia 1B produced by several plant« with a combinad oapaoity of tome 

200,000 tona per yearf other plants are under construction. Chlorine produc- 

tion in 1967 was said to be 500,000 tons per year, while plastics produotion 

is 1966 was given as 60,000-70,000 tons per year. 

A Simon Carves plant based on ICI know-how at Lanohu is capable of pro- 

ducing polyethylene and a little polypropylene. There are 10,000 tons per year 

of unsaturated polyesters made on the basis of know-how supplied by Scott Bader. 

About 100,000 tons per year of PVC are produced. 

China (Taiwan) 

The Chinese Petroleum Corporation has a 35,000 tons-per-year naphtha 

cracking plant for produoing ethylene, fertilisers are produoed by several 

oompanies. The Taiwan Polymer Corporation (national Distillers USA) has a 

35fOOO tons-per-year polyethylene plant on stream. PVC is made by Cathay 

Plastics (10,000 tons per year), Chinese Plaatios Corporation (several thousand 

tons) and Formosa Plastios (30,000 tons per year). Tai Ta Chemical Company 

(Mobil interest) produces polystyrene on a small soale. 

India 

India has many ohemioal oomplexes that make plastios.   The following infor- 
mation, although incomplete, mentions some of the most important operations. 

PVC is made by the Delhi Cloth Hills, with a oapaoity of 12,000 tons per 

yearf Calioo »lis, with a oapaoity of 4|000 tons per year| and Chemioale and 
Plastios Limited, (India) with a oapaoity of 6,000 tons per year.   Allied 

Resins and Chemioal PVT Limited makes phenol-formaldehyde resins etc at 

Calcutta.    Indian Plastios Limited and the Indian Resins Manufacturing Company 
both make synthetio resins at Bombay.   Rajasthan Vinyl and Chemioal Industries 
makes oaloium oarbide, oaustio soda and apparently also PVC (from acetylene), 
Synthetio Cheaioals Limited of Bombay (ristatone participation) produces 
synthetio rubbers, styrene monomer, ethylbensene, toluene, aoetaldehyde and 
butadiene.   Union Carbide India Limited at Calcutta produces ethylene from 
naphtha cracking, while it it understood tant the Government of India has a 

similar plant but it is not yet on stream.   Rational Organie Chemioal Industries 
Limited (»OCIL) has a 60,000 tons-per-year ethylene oraoker on stream frosT"^ 
whioh various ohemlòals are made, and a PVC plant is under construction. 
Ethylene is also supplied to an associated company, Polyolefín Wduotíona 

Limited, »Mo* »af^^ produces 
10,000 toas par year of polystyrene. 

fi#BJ¿ÉÍJl¿m^ >^a^ 
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Indoneaia 

Although there ia ample refinery oapaoity, the only petroohemioal produc- 

tion !• ammonia and urea at Paalonbang, Sumatra. 

Iran 

The St Ata Authority National Petroohemioal Company hM a 25,000 tone- 

per-year ethylene plant on etreara and major inoreaaaa ara planned.   A new 

petroohemioal oomplex ia being aet up at Abadan, where propane will be oraoked 

to giva ethylene for vinyl ohloridej a 20,000 tone-pex-year PVC plant ia 

axpaoted on atream thia year. 

Ko petroohaaioaJ. planta exiet at preaent «van thougn aubetantial raw 

materiale ara available. 

Iarael 

B.eotroohe«ioal Induatriea Liai tad produoae PVC raaina. Iaraal Patro- 

oheaioal Enterprieee Limitad produoee ethylene and polyethylene. Mayer 

Bnterpriaee Limitad produoee polyvinyl acetate, polyethylene and polyurathane 

foam. 

Kuwait 

Petroohemioal Induatriea Company it oonatruoting * plant to make 

fertilisera. 

laao la undaratood to be bui 1 ding » fertiliaar pit**. 

lìlmflal 

•»•••    wMe^0"MaV*j**Jme>    w^pWp^plPPajm    ^p je    e^ajej^mja^aj^p^am)   ejwejrtnjfiB) •w^a    » 4&y0m^    JP"^ÄT "•*4PwjP"ÄF•**wip^p     l*]WB*    ••••JpPMmjamMBjaBBmfc. 

ohlorina tad fertilisa* planta at Port Mattante«, walla ateo 8t*&4ard ami«** 

ewabamwa w^^^ai    ea-ar     ep^e^emep^eMajmeaajL   eaama   ^asaeaaj^najajp^ap   ¿av^ae^mpvvv    ^arw    a¿ ^p^m •,   mjF^pf^esepea*^P;^ap. er 

ftaMltmm 

ammonia aad mrmm, haaart on eanrthmmlji mam from I»*ì*WP1 mmm •**> 4« oamrmtlam ^^e^^wwawap^ai   ^B^PP^BI   ^•mi ^B^BP*    ^PPBBJB/^B'^B*   ^P^»>   BBjpar^BfwBMBp^BBSBjiBpr   BjpppaF    •»•^pejai   aHB^BY W^BJPBJR ^PJ^B^   BBMBBBBJ .^ama/Tr    aBj^p*    iFjBF^BPBf*^p?wiBf^p^BPi t 

at »iltan, Warnt Pakiatan, and fanofoifasi, Ba«t Pakiatan.   The oombiaad ompaolt* 

im 110*000 toma at m£4rammn mar mar.   Any »I— for mrodnmim* etkrlaam mmmma# ^pea*    ^P ^^^^ V ^^^^^p     — ^'••i^    ^P^P*     warn ^^eF^pa^a^PP""   A^^^^^    jpjp-^p^pjpi a*       -PP—pamj,   aw^p^apppep    —P ^P«P     ^^PPI ^p^ppp^a/wjpwpmaj^  ^P ^T^S^HE ^^ ^PW^P^^   í^F^E 

J*,. -ifi)  na»"*  0OCJ#0i 
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to be based on the dehydration of ethyl alcohol obtained through fermentation 

procede«.    Val i ka Chemioal Industries has a 5,000 tona-per-year polystyrene 
plant. / 

Mo petroohemioal plants exist, although Isso íB planning to oonstruot a 

10,000 tons-per-year ammonia plant near ite refinery, and Mardinuque Iron Minee 
ie planning a 33,000-tone-per-year ammonia plant at Mindanao based on partial 
oxidation of fuel oil. 

Mo petroohemioal industry estate. 

Mo petroohemioal industry «Hate. 

Me petroeh—teal insuatsy 

Me petXKïeiMBiioel iiUtaf)%ijf sKüts« 

Tunisia 

It la believed that the .jB    •sostasi    ÉWlBdBSBBrihSssBUl    ests ^hssk^Bi    árdusa    ^aeai 
' *   äSSBjpsej   •"M^JPSJ^P vw^s>   je<e>ejpBSv   CveT    fJMPe) plant. 

Mat   sMauÉfcejM£a^MM|^ftjaà%S    ÉJftesVMMttesflHeV   ÊÊÊÊÈÈMt^*' 

MavtilieeiM asM aaliiitaa Ils» 
f J-   5< 

^SBBk*É      ^|ttajjuj|U|^Sa\A     juBj^gL as» .Hneawpeai sstj 

l/*wt^ti 

. **i-f,"oe  "-<* t r%é 

«*¡ü»«íI i^-< **?* *^ ^-xtti-ymHt &**&& \J 
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8.    RADIATIOf raOCBSSIWO I» TfflS PLASTICS IMDÜ9THT 

Hong-Chien Tua» 

Introduction 

Radiation prooeeeing has bssn emerging as a production tool in ths 

pi a» t io« industry.    Ita appi teat ions involve polymerisation, graft oopolymeri- 

satioa, curing and «odi float ions of polymers,    law product« «uoh aa wood-plastic 

combinations (KPC) have been manufactured commercially.    This paper review« the 

current atatua of radiation processing and ita impact on plastica manufacture. 

The radiation eouroee refer to both radioiaotopea and particle accel- 

eratore.    In the former category, cobalt-60, which emita electromagnetic 

radiation known aa gamma raya, ia the moat commonly ueed aource becauae of 

ita availability and reliability.    Caeeiua-137, which ia obtained from tas 

fiaaion producta in nuclear power generation, may also be considered a suit- 

able source. 

Half-life (yr) 

Energy (MeV) 

Prioe/Ci (dollars) 

Cobjalt-^O 

4.6 

1.33,1.17 

0.50 

30 t   3 

0.548 

0.20^* 

fas radiation from gasas aouroea posse see« deep penetrating power sad 

therefore is suitable for the treatment of thick objecta as well as for 

ohemioal aynthesi«.   Tas merits of cobalt-60 and caeeium-137 aret    (a) low 

maintenance» (») lo« «*•* for replenishment! sad (o) dependable sad repro- 

ducible energy output.    Their performances have basa proved ia the sterili- 

sation of medical prodttot«, tas irradiation of grain and synthesis of ethyl 

bromide,    for the time being, all ta*C aanufaoturere use cobalt-60 as the 

radiation source. 

J/ Frio« structure not fi» at pressât. 

•-Í"     Tipìri^t 
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Accelerators are mainly elect roncean accelerato« of 0.5-3 aeV.   They 

can provide high dose rate and sufficient scanning «peed of eleotron bean« 

and are particularly suitable for the continuous treatment of thin sheets of 
plastics,  textiles and surface coatings. 

The radiation source provides the energy necessary to initiate ohemical 

reaction in a given system, but its selection depends very much on the purpose 

and materials to be treated.    The geometry of the source and the objects 

should be arranged so as to permit uniformity of dose and to suit the charac- 
teristic feature in the polymerization. 

In comparison with conventional catalyst-initiated polymerisation systems, 

radiation-induced polymerization takes place without the fear of oatalyst 

residues in the polymer.    The products may show superior electrical proper- 

ties and thermal stability.    Some polymerization reactions can be initiated 

with the aid of radiation, while with ordinary catalysts they fail to take 

place owing to the presence of inhibitors.    For this reason, radiation process- 
in« opens a new horizon for the plastios industry. 

To determine the economic feasibility of a radiation process the follow- 

ing points should be considered:    (a) cost of source and its installation! 

(b) source replacement;    (c) amortization!    (d) installation maintenance! 

(•) load factor<    and (f ) production rate from a given input of power. 

The last factor is directly related to the process.    It is known that for 

one watt of power the number of kg/n of material produced is equivalent 

to 0.373 x 10      (0) (M), where M refers to the molecular weight of the product, 

•ad 0 is the number of radicals produced by 100 e? of energy.    For the produc- 

tion of polymers through chain reactions, a 0-value around 10 will be promising. 

Fortunately, most monomer systems have 0-values high enough to warrant 
their exploitation in radiation processing. 

It should be emphasised that the total dose retirement has a direet 

bearing on plant capacity - the higher the rehired dosage, tas lower the 

plant output and the higher the oost of production.   Tas seleotion of SA 

optimal SOM rats requires therefore that both engineering «ad eoonomio 
factors be considered. ' •'   '• 

n,"!   í    -J, 
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Wood-plastic combinations 

There are three WPC manufacturers in the United States and one in Prance; 

all use methyl methacrylate.    In England, Joeeph Rodgere à Sons has recently 

planned the marketing of WPC ueing a mixture of styrene and acrylonitrile. 

WPC manufaoturere in the United States and England 

Company 
Year opérâtione 

befan Product 

Gammapar 

Use 

American Hövawood Co. 1966 Flooring 

Lookheed-Oeorgia Co. 1966 Lockwood Product evaluation 

Nuclear Materiale and 
Equipment Corporation 1968 Parma Grain Flooring 

Joeeph Rodgere à Sona 1966 «enhattan-99 Cutlerj handle« 

Treated wood ie superior to natural wood in the following aapeotei    etatic 

bending, shear hardness, dimensional stability, compressive strength, weather- 

ability, decay resistance and abrasion resistance.    Flame ret ardency of WPC 

is possible if a proper monomer is used.   The maohinability and nailability 

of WIG is no better than that of natural wood, but compared with plastics, 

WPC «seals in most mechanical properties and has a better thermal resistance. 

Potential application« can be exploited in construction, furniture and special 

producta.    As evaluated by Vitro Engineering Company, the selling price of 

WPC using methyl methacrylate (Utt) is 11.50 per board foot,«^ which is much 

higher than the price of ordinary wood (10.35 P» board foot). 

Cost reduction oould be effected by the use of lower-unit-oost monomer« 

and reduced monomer content and dosage.    Product improvement should be sought 

through uniformity of treatment  and the relationship between páyelo«! proper- 

ties and «ad us«.    Since both homopolymerisation and graft polymerisation are 

involved in «PC manufacture, th« «ffeote of grafting on the physical propertie« 

•hould «imo b« investigated. 

The improvement of the cnaality of wood through impregnation hat lad to 

toe development of a broad olams of impregnated fibrous materials.   Bagas«« 

board, baosoo «ed jut« hav« been treated successfully by radiation-induced 

p*ly*«ri«ation vita vinyl monomers.   The finished product« possess good 

j/ 1 board foot • J| ft* 
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dimensional stability,  insect and fungus resistance and reinforced «echan i cal 

strength.    Such treatment converts abundant low-cost fibrous stock into useful 

construction materials,  as those for prefabricated housing.    With the choice 

of a low-cost monomer system,  the product can compete in price with natural 

wood.    The success of such an attempt will mean a new market for monomers and, 

for tropical countries,  inexpensive and readily assembled building materials 
that resist deformation and decay. 

The following table shows the operating costs and the plant investment 
for WTC manufacture: 

Estimated plant investment and operating costs for 
wood-plastlo combinations 

(Production:    2,500 lb/month, 8,000 hr/year operation or 9,000 t/yr) 

Plant Investment Dollars 

Impregnator and accessories 146,000 
Cobalt-60 source,  1 MCi at |0.50/Ci 500,000 
Irradiator 127,000 
Building and land 285,000 
Plant utilities 105,000 
Engineering and construction fees 244,000 

Total fixed capital lt4&f,ÒM 

annual operating cost 

Depreciation 140,000 
Replacement of source, 12.9JI par year                63,000 
Direct labour 110,000 
Maintenance, operating supplies and 

utilities 42,000 
Faotory overhead 110,000 
Ornerai expenses 140,000 

Totêi cost Wffi 

Cost per ton of product» if,00 

•*w«»i   1. D. Uttte Ino. «M Tit» Engineering Company 

I. lotklroh in the Soandlnarlaa fempesita tu «TC (Helsinki, ft* I**) 

fave the following estimatesi 

Plant oaoacity Capital investment Operating oott 
i.   (JásTl                            fi> ifAmal 

10,000 1,310,000 50. Î 

109,000 5,000,000 10.7 

•> '*-jw< : i 
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In practice, the manufacturing oost ig influenced by the selection of 

wood speoies, aonoaar systea and operating conditions. The interaction of 

factors can be sketched as below: 

Wood 
Imprägnation cycle. 

Por cent loading 

Total dosage 

•Hononer 

Operating condition 

Dose 
rats 

Hsat 
transfer 

Additive» 

Iren under th« sane conditions, th« variation of throughput with th« 
type of monomer and the related total dosage will effeot the production oost 
significantly as shown in the following table based on a polymer content of 
25 per cent in the product! 

 Co* P-r ** of erodttot (Ê) 

Ü2a22££ I2M 
0.08 O.14 
0.05 0.10 
0.16 0.26 

fats^w AMA*a 
goMft,     Relative 
(axai)     tfUTt^awifV* 

ïnprajtna» 
tion 

Irradia- 
tion 

Vinyl acetate 0.5              1 0.03 0.03 
Vinyl ohloride 0.6              0.83 0.02 0.03 
«ethyl nethaorylate 1.5              0.33 0.03 0.07 

fi^OOJ£ljfjS*iB*ti0n 

NR is an exanple of nonoa«r aol«oul«i linked ta oellulose.   The grafting 
taoaaiftM has Warn wad to iaprov« th« properties of t«*til«s and plastic 
filns.    Reoently, the Broofchaven national Laboratory has reported th« ras«aroh 
oa plastio-inpregnated oonorete that has iaprored compression strength by a 
factor of 2.4 and r«duo«d peraeability by 98 par oent.    In general, t*e 

grafting oan be don« by one of th« following aethodat    (a) irradiation of 
polyna» in th« «wane» of « nonooj«r| (b) pre-irradla*ioa of polynar alón« 
follows by grafting with a aono«*r| or (0) irradiation of swollen aolyawr- 
•onomar syst«ns. 

A nunber Of Itjaaaroh sotivitiaa haw« basa reportad in tèa usa of aonoaer 
vapours.   Vapouivphase oopolyaerisatian should «as« th« ©outrai of th« extent 
of grafting, and should be a •uooaasfal oonbination with nathod (b) fro» th« 
viewpoint of aaterial handling.   Th« t«ohniqu«, howaw, has not r«aoh«d the 
•tage of praotioal asplioatim. 

•aäaMÜ Bán^HÉÉWi ii^i-k.^i fi^f>iiut¿ÍllSl!iSll 
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There are many reports on the-radiation grafting of-different kinds of 

plastica with every conceivable monomer.    The major effort is to alter the 

character ist ice of the polymer in desired directions.     Polyethylene films 

can be modified to improve scuff resistance,  printability, adhesion and perme- 

ability.    In textiles, grafting improves the soil release and crease resistance 

of polyester-cotton blends.    Using accelerators, both Deering Milliken Inc. 

and Burlington Industries commercialize the treatment of fabrics with suitable 

vinyl monomers.    Other improvements have been sought including better wash- 
ability, dye retention, and antistatic properties. 

Curing of unsaturated polyesters 

Electron-beam curing of styrene-polyester resins has been on the threshold 

of commercial success.    The advantages over conventional practice are: 

(a) instantaneous curing in air at ambient temperature»     (b) simplification 

of handling and storage of polyester because no catalyst is required;    (o) lass 

floor space required for continuous processingj    and (d) continuous coating of 

polyester on heat-sensitive substrates without damage to the base materials. 

Coating equipment is available to treat boards 4 f»st wide at speeds of 

up to 100 linear feet per minute.    Several major paint companies have produced 

paint formulations, that cure to an excellent finish using a small dose of 

radiation.    The new curing method will open up new fields of polyester paints 

that do not require a solvent in application.    Up to now the main objections 

to the use of polyester paints have been thair difficulty in curing, their 

limited shelf-life and the lack of assurano« of obtaining tack-free surf acts. 

Radiation curing will eliminate these problems.    Another group of coatings 

based on acrylics has also bean developed successfully for marketing. 

With powerful accelerators in the ranga of I.5-3 «•?, it is possible to 

curs fibra-fflas« rsinforosd wat-lay-up laminates, prepregs and even moulding 

compounds.    Ths radiation»ourad materiali osti compite with hot-press oured 

«aterials in meohanical properties as wsll am cost.    With a total doss of 

5 Mrad, the cost based on semi-commercial production is about four oents per 

kilogrtm of the proàuot.    More engineering effort in tha development of 

accelerators is neoessary to permit ths ouria* of ©bjsots with complicated 
geometrical shapes. 

-ja"- -"•- •*•   -»-^"«-*Ji-Jf-..  .^.-.»-^     ^_^^-¿^ ^•-~tf..Butf^¿.¿*iÍ!áí^tMtoK*i<i^ üÜ-iA-a 
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Modification of polymer structures 

The direct modification of the structure of polymère should be regarded 

as the earliest commercial application of radiation.    The General Electric 

Company introduced irradiated polyethylene tape more than a decade ago. 

Cryovac L, a food-wrapping material from the W. R. Grace Company, is produced 

by irradiation of polyethylene film.    Several companies have irradiated poly- 

ethylene insulations used in wire and cable coverings.    Both the Toyo Rayon 

Company and the Sekiaui Chemical Company in Japan have succeeded in manufac- 

turing foamed polyethylene through radiation-induced cross-linking of the 

polymer in the presenoe of a blowing agent.    Some heat-shrinkable polyethylene 

tubing, bags and films are also being produced by the Sumitomo Company. 

Irradiated polyethylene shows a higher tensile strength, better resistance to 

solvents, heat and aging.    As an insulating material it is almost immune to 

stress cracking, which has been a major defect of ordinary polyethylene in 

wire and cable covering. 

It has been revealed recently that the Union Carbide Corporation plans 

to install 100,000 curies of cobalt-60 to alter the molecular weight and the 

viscosity of polyethylene oxide.    Another interesting application is shown 

in the orosB-linking of natural rubber latex irradiated with 13 Krad to fora 

filas with excellent mechanical properties. 

Even though excessive irradiation causes the breakdown or deterioration 

of polymeric materials, it ip safe to assert on the basis of the success of 

irradiated polyethylene that a suitable dosage, in the range of 4-40 Mrad, 

will favourably modify the properties of polymers.   The modification is usually 

achieved by the post-irradiation of manufactured goods.    Radiation energy 

emitted from accelerators initiates the fornati on of free radioals, and these 

radicals on recombination lead to cross-linking.   Such treatment may intro- 

duce some special applications in the plastios industry, particularly in 

improving the thermal and solvent resistance of thexmopleetios. 

In the search for a new technology for the plastics industry, radiation 

processing has a promising futura*   From their initial suooeeses in the 

ohemioal industry, plastios processing and the sterilisation of medical 

MH^MMUttÉÉM 
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producta, radiation processing plants are safe and easy to operate.     More 

engineering and technological development programmes are underway in advanced 

countries to refine the scale-up of processes and to lower the investment 

cost of new plants. 

In the promotion of a sophisticated technology, the situation  in develop- 

ing countries is in general somewhat different from that of advanced countries; 

some factors are common to both but more pronounced in developing countries. 

There is an unavoidable lapse of time from ooncept to full-eoale production, 

and much time and effort are usually needed to adapt technology to the local 

environment in developing countries.    The situation is more critical because 

of the lack of well-trained engineers and technical people to carry on a 

programme.    To be successful, a project always calls for a broad spectrum of 

activities from prooess development to product evaluation.    Radiation process- 

ing is not an exception and requires more effort to remove fears and doubts. 

Bven in the United States it took four years to end the controversy over WPC 

and to open the way for its commercial use. 

The contributions of radiation processing in cross-linking of poly- 

ethylene, in curing of polyester resins and in impregnated fibrous materials 

are within the reach of developing countries.    The suocess of the attempt 

will depend on the enthusiasm of the countries oonoerned and on a sound 

development scheme that includes training and demonstration.    In view of the 

limited resources in these countries, the endeavour of international organi- 

sations may provide the neoessary technical assistance and promote regional 

oo-operation to facilitate the implementation.    A suggested outline for the 

development of radiation processing of impregnated fibreboard in developing 

oountries is given below. 

1*   Training programme 

(a) Radiation chemistry - polymerisation and dosimetryj 

(b) Radiation engineering - design, systems pont rol sud project 
évaluât ioni 

(e) materiale testing .of panel boards| 

(d) Product evaluations - prefabricated housing. 

- *    JiaflmmvïS&jMHBhJB^ 

(a) To provide data for future engineering soale-upi 

(b) To deaonatrete the feasibility am* eoonomios ef impregnated fibre- 
board a* oonmeroial produotj 

(e) To develop and to teat prefabrioated houses from irradiated boaria. 

¿j—mnEiMMajjmfc-L^tA. .-». -, ..., ..- ,>„.-.-«-,- ,, it • i^n ñrnnrirmiií   i inTiTilliiniiftimiiirA^,'^,i^afrtriMí¥^*''''»•»—"••• --••—^t*^ 
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It is hoped that the demonstration projeot will present enough evidenoe 

to clarify the concepts of potential entrepreneurs and to convince the end 
users of the value of the product. 

O, í '•* 
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9«   FRO! AMD gPERIiaCBS IM TBCHNICAL AS3ISTAMCE IH 
iiVllòriito commas MMimjL^ïmmmmmèiM? 

Jaromir Skarka 

Tas development of the ohemioal and potroohomioal 
industry in Czechoslovakia 

Bifore the Seoond World War, the ohemioal industry oooupled an important 
plaoe in the economy of Czechoslovakia.    After the war, the industry rapidly 
expanded, and in the last twenty years production has increased sevenfold. 

The greatest expansion has taken plaoe in orada oil refining and in 
pttroohsaietry.    Chechoslovakia had only five «nail refineries before the war, 
but a large ohemioal factory waa built during the war at Saluti in northern 
Bohemia, to produoe fuel, by oarbonisntion of lignite and hydrogénation of 

tare.   In the seoond decade after the war,  Slovnaft, a large-capacity refinary, 
waa built in Slovakia whan orude oil bagan to be imported on a large scale, 
fosse two refineries produoe fuels and lutrioanta. 

fhe older factory at Zálufi has gradually reduced fual production fro« 
lignite and is bain« converted to a high-capacity refinary to produoe fuels 

from orude oil.   These refineries have re*aatly increased their capacities for 

produoing various nstroohsMoalaf both factories produoe ethylene fro« refinery 

gases and straight-run naphtha.   The petrochemical couples al Saluïi produosa 
synthetio alcohol by <tt**et hydration of ethylen*, and ethylbensene by alkyla- 
tion of bemene.   These¿nttfs^ttatas are mmá t# produoe synthetic rubber in 
» ft* factory tn middle m*mé*.   fro« propylene, «*,, aA«*W« I« »i***., 
oisers will be produoed by oiosynthasis. 

^t ^"PUff T«ns«n> peí» su Mtilj- tfsamssj •««• IM 11 sii ss imi s 
-pw^pTBipippa iL'^frajBiau* »M Vm Ua0r*ßM*Am-tß0 fe^aps&V gf ff pia , 4«i%*)ft - 
*eXis«a«]|ajyHB% 42HKUL ajea Amasse xäasmsw.,  SSJSK JSéBMB ea* MUI. iMniit» .^a» t«ni t& ^**  .-w-^fwr- jqfi !f«K» "w^- .jpw»npr ^^ppj^ -fsnsp>««^«c> ^a*> mmfy_ i«HM^*JII^9le>*#' «jp-. 
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they were converted to a petrochemical basis.    Future projects will continue in 

typical  petrochemical  units based on ethylene and propylene.    Both factories 

mentioned above use petrochemical processes based on ethylene and propylene, 

but  new ethylene units are being designed.    Thej will produce mostly plastics 

and intermediates for fibres and rubber production and other chemicals. 

The chemical industry in Czechoslovakia was built mainly by Czechoslovak 

know-how and engineering and with processes,  machinery and equipment originating 

in the country.    This applies to all branches of chemistry,  including nuclear 

chemistry, crude oil refining,  organic and inorganic technologies,  fertilizers, 

synthetic rubber and plastics, coal-tar refining and pharmaceuticals.    In the 

petrochemical  industry the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons was developed, as were 

gas separation,  the extraction of aromatice,  synthetic alcohol,  ethylbenzene, 

phenol,  formaldehyde,  methanol,  caprolactam,  PVC,  ammonia and nitrogen 

fertilizers.    Some new technologies were brought from abroad.    For example, 

one complex has been established that includes the following prooesses:    gas 

separation, extraction of aromatica, para-xylene, high-pressure polyethylene, 

ethylene oxide and oxosynthesis. 

The engineering for most of the new plants built after the war was done 

by Chemoprojekt, an engineering organization founded in 1950»    The engineering 

activity of Chemoprojekt is based on the results of research and development, 

on experience and evaluation of existing commercial units, on licensed processes 

from abroad, and on direot co-operation with foreign engineering oompanies. 

The main advantage of Chemoprojekt is that it ooncerns itself with all 

fields of the ohemioal industry.    Complete engineering servioe is provided 

for its customers.    Elaboration of feasibility studies, surveys, preparation 

of tenders, consulting and designing servioes, field engineering and supervi- 

sion of start-up operations, technioal assessment of existing prooesses by 

testing and measuring methods, designs of individual ohemioal prooesses and 

auxiliary facilities are oarried out by Chemoprojekt engineers and technioal 

staff. 

The maohinery and equipment are produoed by the leading Czechoslovak 

manufacturers:  ohemioal equipment, by Skoda or KrAlovopoleka - united as CHEPOS, 

or by Vitkovice steel; turbo and reoiprocating compressors and blowers, by 

Çeskomoravska Kolben Danfk (ÖKD)j pumps, by Sigma; steam turbines and boilers, 

by I. Brn6; instrumentation, by Závody Prumyelové Automatisaoe (ZPA); and 
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electric motors and equipment, by ÖKD, Klektrotechnické Závody (BZ) and other 

companies. 

The petroohemioal induatry in developing countries 

In some developing countries conditions are exceptionally favourable for 

the growth of the petrochemical and plastics industries. The following table 

shows the amount of natural gas produced from crude oil in Arab countries in 

1965, the amount of gas used and the peroontage flared. The data are given in 

billions of cubic feet per year. 

Maturai «as produced in Arab oountrios. 1965 

Billion ft* per year 

Country 

Abu Dhabi 
(Trucial Osan) 

Algeria 

Bahrain 

Iraq 

Kuwait 

Libya 

Neutral Zone 

Qatar 

Saudi Arabia 
United Arab Republic 

Produoed Used Flared 

1,623 1,259 

Per oent 
Flared 

100- 

53 
n.a. 

90 
83 

100 
n.a 

TO 

n 
a.a 

81 

n.a, » information not aval labia. 

Of the 1,623 Milien cubic feet of natural gas produoad in 1965, It «til 
be seen that the amount of gas dartroyad by flaring represents 81 pr ose* of 

the total.   These burst hydrocarbon gaaei 
material} however, it is difficult te fiai uaa for ratinar? proavo*» inali as 
straifht-Tun naphtha or LPO.   In tha rafinariaa *f Ira* anraiaaaa of approxi- 
mately 150,000 to 200,000 tosa par yea» of etrai#ht-ri» naphtha and fra» 

J» -*- 
U, i   iE'« 
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In Iran,  the export of refinery products in I964 and I965 amounted to an 

average of 69.5 per cent of annual  production.     The export of gasoline was 78 

per cent and fuel oils as much as 82 per cent.    These figures illustrate the 

existence of a very large petrochemical raw material basis in the Middle East. 

Sixty per cent of the cultivated land of the world is located in the 

developing countries of Asia, Africa and South America, yet these countries 

consume only 20 per cent of the world production of fertilizers.    In view of 

the great need for fertilizers,  plastics and other products, considerable 

pressure exists for the establishment of petrochemical industries in countries 

that have a favourable raw material basis. 

There are many obstacles to the establishment of petrochemical industries 

in these countries,  the major obstacle being their low level of economic 

development.    The meagre financial reserves of developing countries must be 

shared among all sectors of the economy.    Marketing of products is a problem in 

many developing countries because of their sparse populations.   Difficulties 

arise in obtaining process know-how and licences owned by chemical and 

engineering companies in developed countries.    The shortage of experienced 

technicians and skilled personnel  is a common problem. 

United Nations assistance to developing countriei 

With the help of experts provided by United Mations organizations, 

regions with favourable conditions should be encouraged to establish a 

petroohemioal industry.    In petrochemistry, feasibility studies are relatively 

difficult because the problems involved, suoh as oo-ordination of marketing 

are complex.    3uch studies are necessary, however, if economio capacities 

capable of competition with large units in developed oountries are to be 

attained.   Por example, in developed oountries unite producing ethylene have 

capacities that reach 500,000 tons per year, while in developing countries) 

capacities of 50,000-100,000 tons per year of ethylene are an acceptable 

maximum.   Feasibility studies should be prepared in several stages, sino« 

the task is complicated and investment costs are very high. 

ttoited Mations assistance to developing oountries should also be dlreoted 

towards the establishment of research and development oentres fot petroleum, 
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petrochemistry and plasties.    Suoh centres do not exist in most developing 

countries.    Instruction at the university level in these fields is also lacking. 

Technical assis tanoe from Czechoslovakia to developing countri«« 

The manufacture of chemical equipment and machinery has a long tradition 

in Czechoslovakia, and the engineering corporation Chemoprojekt has gained 

broad experience *ince its founding.    It was logical,  then, that Czech engi- 

neering activities should expand into the international sphere.    The first 

Czechoslovak international undertaking: in the field of engineering was a large 

one - the construction of a petroleum refinery at Horns, Syria, based on crude 

oil from Iraq.    This was the first turn-key job that included know-how engineer- 

ing, delivery of equipment, construction, connissioning and technical help. 

In spite of strong competition fro« other engineering companies, 

Chemoprojekt was awarded the contract in March 1957.   Complete delivery time 
was set at 27 months j work started in September 1957. 

Inevitably, many difficulties arose in carrying out the first turn-key 

job for a foreign country.    Some were due to different standards and laok of 

experience in construction in a country with a totally different climate. 

When the contract was signed, the building sito had not been definitely selected. 

This meant that no precise data on soil conditions could be given to the oivil 

engineers on time; climatic data were also not complete.    It was discovered 

that the water from the Oronto river that had been analysed was not represen- 

tative, so that the déminéralisation prooess for the power station had to be 

changed during the design period.   Other difficulties were enoountered in 

ohoosing a oivil engineering subcontractor capable of finishing the work on 

schedule and with the prescribed quality of workmanship.    On the Czech side, 

oertain problems arose in oonnexion with the delivery of equipment. 

In spite of all these difficulties the Horn« refinery was oompleted 

successfully, and the suooess of this first endeavour led to another contract 

for Csechoslovakia for carrying out the second stag« of the projeot, whioh 

will more than double the capacity of the refinery. 

While the Home refinery was being ocnetructed, two contracts were 

signed under the terns of which Ceeohoalovakia wee to provide engineering 

know-how sad to deliver equipment for the construction of distillation units 

in the refineries at Sues end Alexandria.   Both «nits heve been operating 
successfully for a long tine. 

j--~— * -—A 
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Construotion of a new crude oil refinery in Iraq began to be a pressing 

matter in I96I.    Several groups worked in Iraq and in Czechoslovakia on a feasi- 

bility study that took into account local conditions and marketing prospects. 

Sites in the neighbourhood of Basrah were considered.   At the same time, the 

possibilities for establishing a petrochemical complex based on the unlimited 

row material sources in Basrah, Daura and the Kirkuk area were studied.    Con- 

otruotion of the refinery at Basrah was postponed because of the enlargement 

of the Daura refinery, but the tendering procedure for the new Basrah refinery 

la now under way again. 

On the basis of a reoent agreement, Chemoprojekt prepared a feasibility 

study for a tir« plant and carbon blaok production in Iraq.   The study consid- 

ered various locations for the tire plant.   Marketing studies revealed several 

special problem« relating to oapaoity.   it was found that many countries were 

planning tir« plants too small to achieve economies of soale.   Another problem 

was to determine the optimal capacity jf a oarbon blaok plant.   Dornest io use of 

carbon blaok would not «xoeed 20 per cent of the oapaoity considered economici 

exports would have to account for 70 to 6*0 per oent of oapaoity. 

Gseohoslovakia ha« been -equ-seted to send experts to assist other countries 

to establish petrochemical industries.   In I965, Cseoh experts examined possibil- 

ities for setting up petrochemical plants at Alexandria, United Arab Republic. 

The feasibility of participation in a new petrochemical complex by delivering 

individual process plants, utilities and other units was studied. 

Further expansion of the oheraical and petroohemioal industry in Syria has 

also been studied.    Chemoprojekt is in oontaot with other engineering companies 

with a view to pooling experience and oapaoity so that they oould offer to 

third parties joint assistance in building individual petroohemioal plants or 

whole complexes.    This is the method of 00-0 per at i ve participation praotioed 

in Yugoslavia.    Co-operation on the part of engineering, manufacturing and 

fiaanoing oompanies is now a common praotioe when large projeots are undertaken. 
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10 •    MgBfT DEVELOPMENTS IN PETROCHEMICALS AND PLASTICS IH JAPAM 

Hideo Adachi 

The establishment of Japan's petroohemioal industry 

Japan was several years behind most of the other industrial countries 

in establishing its petroohemioal industry.    In 1954, a plan for developing 

the petroohemioal industry began to take shape, and in I955, the Ministry of 

International Trade and Industry (MITI) announced the plan. 

Japanese industry had developed under the control and protection of the 

Government for more than 30 years.   All petrochemical projeots were subject 

to MITI«s approval, and only I5 projects in all were approved.   Pour naphtha 

oraoking centres were established and went into operation during the period 
1957 to 1959. 

The petroohemioal plan provided for synthetic rubber manufacture.   For 

the production of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), a new company, Japan Synthetic 

Rubber Company, was formed on the basis of joint investment of petroohemioal 

and rubber oompanies and 40 per cent government participation. 

The plan completed during the 1955-1959 period is called the first-stage 

plan.   Under it Japan aimed to:    (a) shift to economio petrochemical processes 

from conventional coal chemical, caloium carbide and fermentation processes} 

(b) produce petroohemioal products that it had hitherto imported from Europe 
and the United States. 

The goals of the second-stage plan (1959-1962) were toi    (a) lower the 

production oost of petroohemioal s to the international level; (b) lower prices 

of products from conventional processes without confusion by regulating compe- 

tition between old and new products; and (c) scrap old plants based on the 

conventional processes.    To carry out these goals, efforts were concentrated 

on enlarging the capacities of the four naphtha contrée end making full use of 

th«rir primary products.   At the same time throe •ore centros wore added, with 

tarn result that by 1962, prices of major products ted been out by approximately 
40 par cent. 
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During the two to three years following the second stage (called the 

third-stage plan) the three additional centres were completed; two more were 

added; the ethylene production unit was expanded to the limit of its capacity; 

and general use was made of olefins. Production increased and became economic« 

Üy 1963t the nine centres were in full operation. During the three stages 

ethylene production capacity increased as follows: 

Tons per year   No. of centres 

1957 - 1959 80,000 4 

i960 - I96I 300,000 4 

1962 340,000 5 

1963 - 1964 920,000 9 

During a ten-year period, the petrochemioal industry made remarkable 

strides and overcame rapidly its technical immaturity.    Growth was due to 

favourable conditions such as the direct control and protection of the 

Government.    Onoe a petrochemical projeot had been approved by the Government, 

it was given a long-term loan from the Japan Development Bank, tax exemption 

(corporation tax, import tax etc.) and granted special shôrt-term amortization 

on the plant and equipment.    Until I962, the industry had grown within a 

completely    closed economy and was thus protected from severe competition from 

Europe or America.    Although the industry had no petrochemical technology, the 

Government introduced foreign techniques for short periods on a royalty basia, 

and Japanese industry rapidly mastered the imported advanced technology. 

Developments sinoe I964 

In I962, trade was liberalized followed by liberalization of capital 

transactions in 1968.   Japan entered the open eoonomy lagging considerably 

behind American and European countries and thus found itself in a rather 

weak position with respeot to international competition. 

Consequently, sinoe 1964t major efforts have been concentrated on increasing 

the soale of production to bring oosts down,  fully utilizing co-products to 

make production more economic, and attempting to improve imported technology. 

Aware that giant ethylene production units had begun to be installed in overseas 

oountries a few years earlier, the Government set the ethylene production capacity 

for a unit at a minimum of 300,000 tons per year.   MITI decided not to approve 

a promotion plan if the capacity were less than this scale, and directed that 

all existing plants increase their capacity to this size; smaller and less 

effective plants are being gradually sorapped. 
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Six units each with a capacity of 300,000 tons pex year of ethylene are 

now under construction, and one unit of this size is pending  all units are 

scheduled for completion during I969-1971.    These,  together with the other 

existing uni ;s,  will give Japan a total ethylene capacity of at least 4.I 

million tons per year by I97O. 

If the eleven existing production centres each built a new 300,000-tons- 

per-year ethylene plant, Japan would face serious over-capacity.    Por new 

ethylene projects,  investors are asked to form a group of two or three compa- 

nies to co-operate in joint investment or investment by turna.    This type of 

co-operation may be peculiar to Japan.    Plant expansion is now carefully 

controlled parallel with demand increase, with Government and industry co- 

operating closely to prevent over-capacity.    The ultimate objective of the plan 

is to make the Japanese petrochemical  industry competitive internationally. 

Ethylene production capacity for I968 was I.9 million tons, and the 

potential capacity for I97O is 4.I million tons}  according to these figures 

Japan is second to the United States in production capacity. 

The petrochemical industry of Japan faces an important problem of tech- 

nology.    Even if production capacity is increased so that economies of scale 

are attained,  an imbalance between demand and actual production may result. 

To prevent this, manufacturing techniques should be developed for derivatives 

and the export of these derivatives promoted. 

Another potential problem is to secure an adequate supply of naphtha to 

meet future demands.    If 4 million tons of ethylene capacity go on strsam 

during 1970-1971, about 20 million kilolitres of naphtha will bs required. 

This problem is more acute in Japan than in other countries.    A new technology 

is needed to produce ethylene from crude oil or heavy oil, or a technology that 

allows a petrochemical plant to process crude oil and make full use of all 

distillates.    Such developments take time, but MITI has provided a subsidy for 

research and development.    An ethylene production prooess based on crude oil 

is being developed, and a large pilot plant is under construction. 

Developments in plastics, including synthetic rubbers and synthetic fibres 

The production of thermosetting plastics has been a commercial operation 

for many years, and thermoplastics have made rapid strides as a result of the 

progress of the petrochemical industry.    From I960, when petrochemical produc- 

tion went on stream for the first time, to 1964, the average annual growth rate 
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of total plastics production was 24 P«r cent; from I964 to I968, the rate 

increased to 35 P*r cent. Production in tons was: 697,000 in I960; 1,377,000 

in I964; and 3,280,000 in I968. 

Plastics that have shown a growth rate of 50 to 60 per cent per year 

include low-density polyethylene, rigid polyurethane foam, polystyrene and 

polyamide. Polypropylene, a newcomer, is growing at the remarkable rate of 

140 per cent annually; PVC has maintained a steady growth rate of 21 to 22 per 

cent per year for the past eight years and is expected to continue. 

In world production of plastics, Japan stands seoond to the united States, 

but is ranked only fifth after the United States, the Federal Republio of 

Germany, the United Kingdom and France in terms of production per oapita. 

In the synthetic rubber field, SBR production was started by a joint 

venture of rubber and petroohemioal companies with 40 per cent oapital partici- 

pation by the Government. Later, nine companies entered the production of 

nitrile-butadiene rubber, three entered chloroprene production and recently 

four entered polybutadiene rubber production. The total synthetio rubber 

production capacity of the twelve compañías has reached 460,000 tons per year. 

The production in tons from these plants isi SBR, 250,000; MBR, 140,000; and 

polybutadiene 64,000. 

Plans are under way for the production of polyisoprene rubber, epiohloro- 

hydrin rubber, ethylene-propylene rubber (EPH) and butyl rubber. For 1968, 

the total production of synthetio rubber was expeoted to be about 368,000 tons, 

an average annual growth rate of 50 per oent sinoe 1964. Production oapaoity 

by 1970 is expected to reaoh 765»000 tons per year, with the breakdown as 

follow«} 

Thousand ton« 

SBR, MBR 362 
Chloroprene 54 
Polybutadiene 140 
Polyisoprane 50 
KPR 99 
Butyl 60 

Total 765 

In 1966, the ratio of natural rubber to synthetio rubber in the total 

consumption of Japan was reversed} consumption of synthetic rubber exoeeded 

that of natural rubber by 50 par oeat. 
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As for synthetic fibres, polyvinyl aloohol (vinylon) was developed 

early on the basis of carbid«-acetylene as raw material. Produotion of nylon 6 

whioh starts from coal-based phenol, also began early. Production of other   ' 

man-made fibres started after the petrochemical industry went into operation 
and now almost all major synthetic fibres are produced. 

The average annual growth rate for synthetic fibres has been 22 per cent 

«ince 1964, with production capacity expected to reach 720,000 tons per year 

*y 1970. This does not include cellulose fibres such as viscose 'and acetate 

Japan should soon be able to rank second in world synthetic fibre production' 

after the United states. By I967, the production of Japan had doubled that 

of the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom and quadrupied that 
of Italy and Pranoe. Production in 1967 by fibre wast 

Thousand tona 
Mylon 188 
Vinylon ^ 
Vinylidene 
PVC 
Aorylonitrile 126 
Polyester 152 
Polyethylene 12 
Polypropylene 26 

Total        578 

Reoent teohnologioai development in .Tap«i 

»• acetyl.«, industry develop«* early owing to an abundance of calci«, 

carbide. Before the petrochemical industry was established, Japan produced 

almost all petrochemicals that are available from acetylene, including vinyl- 

based plastics, synthetic rubbers based on butadiene and chloroprene and 

vinylon synthetic fibre (orated by the Japanese). Japs, had no petrochemical 

Uohnology in 1955 when the industry was fir,t established but relied completely 
on import fro. overseas industrial countries. Japan is rtiU comply 

dependent on foreign technology for production of ethylene, acetone, styrene, 

aorylonitrile, higher alcohol, and polymer, such a. polyethylene, polveta!, 

polycarbonate, polyurethane, polybutadiene and isoprene, VR, poly.fr etc. 

me balance of trade in technological import and expert for all Japaneaa 
industry in 1967 ,«„ a Ätlo of UR t<j ^ 

I«prcvw*«t. and development, in Japan are constantly being «portad. 

Japan, whioh had lagged behind the industrial countriw of the norld because 

mm 
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of its long-closed economy and the   Second World War,  actively introduced 

foreign petrochemical technology and expanded production capacity rapidly to 

reach the world level.    This means that Japan completely digested foreign 

technology within a very short period.    And since I964» when the petrochemical 

industry began to expand,  improvements and development of new techniques have 

been reported one after another.    For example, Japanese  licensees are in tum 

offering their improved technology to their original licensors,  or they are 

developing more effective processes than the conventional processes for which 

the patents have expired or are going to expire. 

Technology recently exported from Japan in petrochemicals,  plastics and 

elastomers and synthetic fibres (including materials) is summarized below. 

(a) For petrochemical processes,  improvement of conventional processes 
and to a lesser extent new techniques are being licensed to devel- 
oped countries.    Sponsored by the Government of Japan,  research 
and development is under way in an attempt to discover a new 
ethylene production technology from crude oil. 

(b) In export of technology, plastic production and fabrication 
techniques are the most frequent,  especially the VCM processes 
(oxychlorination etc.) and PVC fabrication techniques.    Licences 
have been granted to the Federal Republic of Germany,  Italy,  the 
United States and many developing countries.    Recently,  new 
processes for the production of completely modified polyethylene, 
polypropylene,  polyester and the intermediates for polyester are 
under development.    Some of them are licensed to the Federal 
Republic of Germany,  Italy,  the United Kingdom, the United States 
and countries of South East Asia. 

(c) There has been some export of Japanese synthetic rubber teohnology. 
A new technique for butyl rubber production, formerly held exclu- 
sively by Esso,  is now under development.    Techniques for the 
production of EPR and epichlorohydrin rubber are aleo under 
development. 

(d) Domestic teohnology for the production of synthetic fibres and 
their materials has attracted the interest of world producers. 
Processes for the production of oaprolaetam and nylon 6 are 
lioeneed most frequently; vinylon is next.    Apart from the special 
photosynthesis of nylon, a new process for nylon is being exported 
to developing countries and the vinylon process to advanced 
oountries.   Industrialized countries art watching with great 
interest production processes such as that for high-purity 
terephthalie acid (TPA), the polyester fibre materiali the new 
Bbet prooesai/ for polyester fibre production not v¿a DMTi or 
direot, continuous polymer ohip production. 

1/   Polyester manufacturing process, which starts from terephthalie aoid and 
""     ethylene oxide via bishydroxy - e*hyl - terephthalate.   The process 

operates continuously and is developed by Nippon Soda Co. 

«itaMÉdttiiiiia 
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(•) The production of plastics by the use of radiation is in an 
advanced stage of development. 

In susnary, technological developments in Japan have reached the level of 

other industrial countries, and since I964 Japan has seen substantial results 

of its work in aiding the industrial growth of developing countries. 
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